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A
train
tears
through
a
gasoline
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crossing, sparking a deadly explosion that se
I. INTRODUCTION
hundreds of feet into the air and horrifies onlooke
of the truck dies at the scene; two men, the train's
A train tears through a gasoline tanker truck at a railroad
engineer working inside the locomotive are severe
crossing, sparking a deadly explosion that sends a fireball
1
later succumb to their injuries.
hundreds of feet into the air and horrifies onlookers. The driver
of the truck dies at the scene; twoCitizens
men, the
conductor
on train's
the North
side of and
the track watch i
engineer working inside thetanker
locomotive
aregasoline,
severely witnessing
burned andboth the tra
spews
1
2
later succumb to their injuries.
explode into flames. Other bystanders, including
from a nearby juvenile facility, watch in dismay
Citizens on the North side ofthe track watch in horror as the
employees emerge from the disaster covered in flam
tanker spews gasoline, witnessing both the train and tanker
2
explode into flames. Other bystanders,
including police
officers
This is, unfortunately,
real
life. After the diff
watch
in dismay
twolegal
railroad
from a nearby juvenile facility,
of those
loved
and lost,asthe
reality sets in-w
3
employees emerge from the disaster
covered
in
flames.
these injuries? In the context of FELA litigation,
parties that come to mind is the railroad company.
This is, unfortunately, real life. After the difficult mourning
reality
sets in-who
is liable
of those loved and lost, the legal This
the for
railroad i,ndust
comment
discusses
these injuries? In the context
of to
FELA
litigation, for
onetheir
of the
first arising from
any,
its employees
deaths
parties that come to mind is injuries
the railroad
company.on the job while operati
sustained
Specifically, the comment covers the more na
This comment discusses the railroad i,ndustry's liability, if
negligence law set forth in the Federal Employer
any, to its employees for their deaths arising from the fatal burn
("FELA"), 4 which grants to railroad employees a f
injuries sustained on the job while operating the train.
action for negligence against their employer,
Specifically, the comment covers the more narrow area of
company, for injury and death in the line of duty.
negligence law set forth in the Federal Employer's Liability Act
analyzes the preclusion, or denial, of FELA claim
("FELA"), 4 which grants to railroad employees a federal cause of
preemptive language of the Federal Railroad Safet
action for negligence against their employer, the railroad
another federal statute that sets forth standards
company, for injury and death in the line of duty. This comment
railroad safety.s Under this framework, the com
analyzes the preclusion, or denial, of FELA claims based on the
analyze the legal issues surrounding the Fede
preemptive language of the Federal Railroad Safety Act ("FRSA"),
another federal statute that sets forth standards for all areas of
railroad safety.s Under this framework,
thebased
comment
1. These facts are
on eventsseeks
which to
took place in Chalm
Friday June 25,the
2004.Federal
Steve Cannizaro,
Karen Tumi Bazile,
Employer's
analyze the legal issues surrounding
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Fatal Train Accident, Explosion Shakes Chalmette, TIMES PICAY
at AI. One man described the calamity as, "Terrible. I think it
ever
saw."took
Id. place in Chalmette, Louisiana on
1. These facts are based on events
which
2. Id.
Friday June 25, 2004. Steve Cannizaro,
Karen Turni Bazile, & Sandra Barbier,
3. Id.
Fatal Train Accident, Explosion Shakes Chalmette,
TIMES PICAYUNE, June 26, 2004,
U.S.C. §§ 51-55
1986).
at AI. One man described the calamity4.as,45"Terrible.
I think(West
it's the
worst thing I
ever saw." Id.
5. 49 U.S.C. §§ 20101-20106 (West 1997).
2.Id.
3.Id.
4. 45 U.S.C. §§ 51-55 (West 1986).
5. 49 U.S.C. §§ 20101-20106 (West 1997).
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Liability Act, the Federal Railroad Safety Act, and
between
these
two federal statutes.949
FELA Preemption
and
Preclusion

So what is the problem? This comment discus
Liability Act, the Federal Railroad
SafetyofAct,
the interplay
and inequity
the and
railroad
industry's use of the
6
7
between these two federal statutes.
doctrines of preemption and preclusion to bar
8
FELA negligence claim. The main focus of this co
So what is the problem? This comment discusses the legality
some federal circuit courts of appeal have extende
and inequity of the railroad industry's use of the FRSA and the
Court's analysis
in CSX Transportation v. Easter
7
doctrines of preemptionS and preclusion to bar an employee's
that the FRSA preempted state law negligence
FELA negligence claim.B The main focus of this comment is that
preclude federal law under the FE LA, thus barrin
some federal circuit courts of appeal have extended the Supreme
employee from bringing his negligence claim for
Court's analysis in CSX Transportation v. Easterwood, holding
career, and even worse, loss oflife.
that the FRSA preempted state law negligence claims, to also
preclude federal law under the FELA,
thus barring
the railroad
the families
of the railroad emp
As a result,
employee from bringing hisconductor
negligenceand
claim
for
injury,
of railroad cro
engineer killed loss
at this
career, and even worse, loss barred
ofllfe. from bringing their exclusive remedy for
under the FELA. Since 2000, all railroad compan
As a result, the families of the railroad employees like the
that, as a matter of law, the FRSA's stand
conductor and engineer killed at this railroad crossing could be
barred from bringing their exclusive remedy for compensation
9
source ofcompanies
the preemption
doctrine
is most often attrib
under the FELA. Since 2000, 6.
allThe
railroad
now
argue
Supremacy
Clause
of the Constitution,
which declares th
that, as a matter of law,the the
FRSA's
standardized
safety

United States shall be the supreme law of the land. U.S, CONST
also Richard C. Ausness, Preemption of State Tort Law By Fede
Jurisprudence
Since
6. The source of the preemption Supreme
doctrine Court
is mostPreemption
often attributed
by scholars
to Cipollone, 92 Ky
(discussing
express
preemption,
field
preemption,
the Supremacy Clause of the Constitution, which declares that the laws of the and conflict pre
when
a federal
statute
excludes st
occursU.S,
United States shall be the supreme preemption
law of the land.
CONST.
art. VI,
cl. 2. explicitly
See
particular
area.
Id.
at
920.
Field
preemption
occurs
when
a fede
also Richard C. Ausness, Preemption of State Tort Law By Federal Safety Statutes:
''pervasive''
courts infer
intended to occupy th
Supreme Court Preemption Jurisprudence
Sincethat
Cipollone,
92 Ky.that
L.J.Congress
913, 920-922
all state
Id. preemption).
at 921. Finally,
conflict preemption occ
(discussing express preemption, fieldexclude
preemption,
andlaw.
conflict
Express
with
a
state
law,
which
Id. at
regulation
conflicts
a
preemption occurs when a federal statute explicitly excludes state regulationisin"overridden."
7. Thisoccurs
comment
to "preemption"
federal law b
whenrefers
a federal
regulation is(when
so
particular area. Id. at 920. Field preemption
"preclusion"
(when
federal
law bars
another
"pervasive" that courts infer that Congress
intended
to one
occupy
the field
entirely
and federal law) as t
companies
frequently
use
to
avoid
negligence
exclude all state law. [d. at 921. Finally, conflict preemption occurs when a federallitigation by mot
alike. The Id.
emergence
regulation conflicts with a state law, employees
which is "overridden."
at 922. of the doctrines of preemption
FELA litigation
will be
outlaw)
beginning
with the an
7. This comment refers to "preemption"
(when federal
lawflushed
bars state
and
Easterwood,
which
involved
state
law
negligence
claims
brought
"preclusion" (when one federal law bars another federal law) as tactics that railroad
Easterwood,
507 U.S.
(1993). and railroad
companies frequently use to avoid v.
negligence
litigation
by658
motorists
Particularly,
the effect and
of the
FRSA's preemption
clause
of preemption
preclusion
in
employees alike. The emergence of the doctrines
"trumps"
state
law.
Recently
though,
some
courts
have
determi
FELA litigation will be flushed out beginning with the analysis of CSX v.
also
trumps federal
underby
themotorists.
FELA. This
"trumping" of fede
Easterwood, which involved state law
negligence
claimslaw
brought
CSX
v. Easterwood, 507 U.S. 658 (1993). "preclusion." This comment counters the railroad industry's positi
to preclude
federal claims brough
clause extends
FRSA's preemption
clausealso
is that
the statute
Particularly, the effect of thepreemption
Seesome
generally
v. Norfolk
S. the
& W.
Ry. Co., 218 F.3d 7
"trumps" state law. Recently though,
courtsWaymire
have determined
that
FRSA
(holding
for
the
first
time
by
the
Seventh
Circuit,
also trumps federal law under the FELA. This "trumping" of federal law is known as that the preem
not only
"trumped"
state that
law,the
butFRSA's
also federal negligence
"preclusion." This comment countersFRSA
the railroad
industry's
position
FELA). federal claims brought under the FELA.
preemption clause extends also to preclude
See,Ry.
e.g.,
Waymire
v. Norfolk
S. &
W.2000)
Ry. Co., 218 F.3d 773
See generally Waymire v. Norfolk S. &8.W.
Co.,
218 F.3d
773 (7th
Cir.
9. Circuit,
See infrathat
notes
(discussing
the of
impact
(holding for the first time by the Seventh
the76-87
preemption
clause
the of Waymire and
FRSA not only "trumped" state law, but also federal negligence claims under the
FELA).
8. See, e.g., Waymire v. Norfolk S. & W. Ry. Co., 218 F.3d 773 (7th Cir. 2000).
9. See infra notes 76-87 (discussing the impact of Waymire and Easterwood).

regulations and stated goal of national unifo
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Loyolacompromised
Law Reviewif railroad employees'
job injuries are permitted under the FEU. Sp
railroad companies are disturbed that they could be
regulations and stated goal of national uniformity will be
with the federal FRSA safety standards yet be fo
compromised if railroad employees' negligence claims for on-thenegligence under the FE LA. 10 This comment
job injuries are permitted under the FEU. Specifically, the
opposition to the railroad companies' position that t
railroad companies are disturbed that they could be in compliance
effect of the FRSA should be extended by the Sup
with the federal FRSA safety standards yet be found liable for
preclude federal negligence claims brought und
negligence under the FELA.IO This comment presents an
because there is absolutely no legal authority
opposition to the railroad companies' position that the preemptive
intended this result.
effect of the FRSA should be extended by the Supreme Court to
preclude federal negligence claims
This brought
comment under
revealsthe
thatFELA
Congress intende
because there is absolutelyemployees
no legal toauthority
that
Congress
have a more liberal remedy than ord
intended this result.
law negligence available to the public, a remed
facilitate recovery for the railroad employee more e
This comment reveals that Congress intended for railroad
based on proof of fault and grounded in negl
employees to have a more liberal remedy than ordinary common
comment takes the position that when a rail
law negligence available to the public, a remedy that would
complies with minimum safety standards pursuan
facilitate recovery for the railroad employee more easily, but still
the railroad company should still be held to its
based on proof of fault and grounded in negligence. This
duty under the FELA to act reasonably in providing
comment takes the position that when a railroad company
a safe place to work. Thus, the railroad industry
complies with minimum safety standards pursuant to the FRSA,
allowed to immunize itself from federal FELA c
the railroad company should still be held to its non-delegable
court decisions extending the FRSA's preemptio
duty under the FELA to act reasonably in providing its employees
negligence claims to bar an injured railroad e
a safe place to work. Thus, the railroad industry should not be
bringing his exclusive negligence remedy under the
allowed to immunize itself from federal FELA claims through
of state
law pertinent ba
court decisions extending the FRSA's
Part II preemption
of this comment
presents
negligence claims to bar an
injuredinformation
railroad employee
from
historical
on the mechanics
of the FE
bringing his exclusive negligence
remedy
under the
and the
emergence
of FELA.ll
the preemption doctrine i
FELA law via CSX Transportation v. Easterwoo
Part II of this comment presents pertinent background and
traces the railroad industry's attempts to
historical information on the mechanics of the FELA, the FRSA,
and the emergence of the preemption doctrine in the field of
v. 218
Easterwood.
12
Part
FELA law via CSX Transportation
10. Waymire,
F.3d 773. Waymire
was III
based on the Suprem
in CSX Transp.
v. Easterwood,
in which thethe
Court held that th
traces the railroad industry's
attempts
to transfer

state law negligence claims for excessive speed. This comment dea
what happens when the railroad company is in compliance w
regulations.
If the
railroad
company's
10. Waymire, 218 F.3d 773. Waymire
was based
on the
Supreme
Court'sconduct
decisionfalls outside the re
railroad
liable held
for negligence
per se. preempted
in CSX Transp. v. Easterwood, in which
theisCourt
that the FRSA
The main
distinctiondeals
between
state law
negligence claims a
state law negligence claims for excessive11.
speed.
This comment
specifically
with
that federal
claims arewith
brought
what happens when the railroad company
is FELA
in compliance
theseexclusively
federal by railroad em
theconduct
job. See,
e.g.,
Waymire,
218 F.3d 773.then
State
regulations. If the railroad company's
falls
outside
the regulations,
thelaw negligence cla
the
public
injured
at
railroad
crossings.
See
generally Easterw
railroad is liable for negligence per se.
This
comment
argues
that
the
Easterwood
decision,
barring st
1L The main distinction between state law negligence claims and FELA claims is
to preclude
federal
claims,
should by
notrailroad
be extended
that federal FELA claims are brought
exclusively
employees
injured
on FELA claims.
12. State
See generally
Easterwood,
658. by
the job. See, e.g., Waymire, 218 F.3d 773.
law negligence
claims507
areU.S.
brought
the public injured at railroad crossings. See generally Easterwood, 507 U.S. 658.
This comment argues that the Easterwood decision, barring state law negligence
claims, should not be extended to preclude federal FELA claims.
12. See generally Easterwood, 507 U.s. 658.

applicability of the preemption doctrine, which ha
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law
negligence claims brought
to
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951 by'\ motori
railroad employee's federal negligence action un
when they are hurt on the job. In addition, Part I
applicability of the preemption doctrine, which has been applied
analysis and discussion of case law that rejects t
to state law negligence claims brought by motorists, to bar the
several Federal Circuit Courts of Appeal which hav
railroad employee's federal negligence action under the FELA
preemption doctrine in state law negligence cla
when they are hurt on the job. In addition, Part III presents an
negligence claims brought under the FELA
analysis and discussion of case law that rejects the decisions of
employees.
several Federal Circuit Courts of Appeal which have extended the
preemption doctrine in state law
negligence
claims
to federaleffects that pr
Part
IV analyzes
the negative
negligence claims broughtFELA
under
by railroad
will the
have,FELA
and proposes
five reasons the F
employees.
action should not be precluded by the FRSA.
reading of section 55 of the FELA voids any a
Part IV analyzes the negative effects that preclusion of the
railroad industry, using any contracts, rules, or reg
FELA will have, and proposes five reasons the FELA cause of
as the FRSA, to exempt itself from liability.13 Secon
action should not be precluded by the FRSA. First, a plain
Circuit Courts of Appeal decisions that have
reading of section 55 of the FELA voids any attempt by the
negligence claims are flawed because the FRSA sho
railroad industry, using any contracts, rules, or regulations, such
as a supplement to the FE LA, similar to
as the FRSA, to exempt itself from liability/3 Second, the Federal
construction of other federal statutes in the pas
Circuit Courts of Appeal decisions that have barred FELA
subject matter of the FRSA does not conflict wi
negligence claims are flawed because the FRSA should be treated
matter of the FELA. Fourth, the FELA will not ero
as a supplement to the FELA, similar to the statutory
expressed goal of national uniformity. Finally,
construction of other federal statutes in the past. Third, the
safety standards in the FRSA do not adequate
subject matter of the FRSA does not conflict with the subject
railroad employee for injuries sustained on the jo
matter of the FELA. Fourth, the FELA will not erode the FRSA's
federal negligence remedy granted by Congress un
expressed goal of national uniformity. Finally, the minimum
should be favored to cover those working for t
safety standards in the FRSA do not adequately protect the
interstate commerce.
railroad employee for injuries sustained on the job; rather, the
federal negligence remedy granted by Congress under
the FELA
II. BACKGROUND
should be favored to cover those working for the railroad in
interstate commerce.
A. THE FEDERAL EMPLOYER'S LIABILITY

In discussing the limited field of practice in
II. BACKGROUND

cases, Judge Moylan saidl it best when he w

A. THE FEDERAL EMPLOYER'S
LIABILITY
Transportation
v. Miller:ACT ..

Liability FELA
Act case. That sta
In discussing the limited Federal
field of Employer's
practice involving
self explanatory
to the small
handful of practi
cases, Judge Moylan said it bebest
when he wrote
in CSX
labor regularly, or even occasionally, in that very
Transportation v. Miller:
vineyard. One strongly suspects, however, that
Federal Employer's Liability Act case. That statement may
be self explanatory to the small handful of practitioners who
labor regularly, or even occasionally,
in that
very §specialized
13. See generally
45 U.S.C.
55 (2005).
that
vineyard. One strongly suspects,
however,
14. For a discussion of
the many
distinct who
features of the FELA, see
397 § 2.

13. See generally 45 U.S.C. § 55 (2005).
14. For a discussion of the distinct features of the FELA, see 11 AMJUR TRIALs
397 § 2.
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more 51
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bar (and the bench), a FELA case is esseritially, i
terra incognita. For those suddenly cast ashore on
speak of FELA law with breezy familiarity are only whistling
coast, it may be prudent, before plunging into the
past the graveyard. To the more modest ,vast majority of the
spend a few pages looking about and getting one's
bar (and the bench), a FELA case is essentially, if not totally,
16
terra incognita. For those suddenly
cast ashore
on that exotic
In contrast
to Worker's
Compensation Laws
coast, it may be prudent, early
before plunging
into theCongress
interior, tosought to compe
20th century,
I5
spend a few pages lookingthousands
about and getting
one'sworkers
bearings.being killed and di
of railroad
throughout the late 19th
century in what increa
16
In contrast to Worker's Compensation Laws passed in the
seen as a national tragedy.17 To combat this tra
early 20th century, Congress sought to compensate for the
Congress granted railroad employees under th
thousands of railroad workers being killed and disfigured yearly
exclusive and sole remedy for compensation of inju
18
throughout the late 19th century in what increasingly
became
while working on the job. A national law was ne
seen as a national tragedy.17 To combat this tragedy, in 1908,
the railroad industry some of the cost for the legs, e
Congress granted railroad lives
employees
the inFELA
their
which it under
consumed
its operations.,,19
exclusive and sole remedy for compensation of injuries sustained
I8
while working on the job. A national
law awareness
was needed
on
Congress'
of"to
theput
inherent
danger in
the railroad industry some of
the caused
cost for the
legs, eyes,
arms, and
that
thousands
of injuries
and cost thou
lives which it consumed in its
operations."19
year prompted the creation of the FE LA. S
every
FELA was created to shift the ''human overhead"
Congress' awareness ofrailroad
the inherent
dangerfrom
in railroad
workto employer
business
employees
that caused thousands of injuries and cost thousands of lives
every year prompted the creation of the FELA. Specifically, the
15. "human
CSX Transp.
v. Miller, 858
1025, 1028 (Md. Ct. Spec. A
FELA was created to shift the
overhead"
ofA.2d
conducting
to evaluate
16. This comment
does not seek For
railroad business from employees
to employer.2Q
moststate Worker's C

because this scheme does not apply to railroad workers in any w
Compensation framework will be referred to periodically
comparatively
and to
the2004).
reader to the basic notion tha
15. CSX Transp. v. Miller, 858 A.2d
1025, 1028 (Md.
Ct.introduce
Spec. App.
of American
workers
are coveredLaws,
under no-fault Work
16. This comment does not seek majority
to evaluate
state Worker's
Compensation
laws
while
railroad
workers
recover
their
losses
because this scheme does not apply to railroad workers in any way. The Worker's for on the job
LA, whichto isperiodically
their sole remedy.
a discussion of the
in this For
comment
Compensation framework will beFEreferred
AMJUR
TRIALS
Worker's
Compensation,
see
11
comparatively and to introduce the reader to the basic notion that the overwhelming 397 § 3. Furthe
that no-fault
a genuine
debate exists
as to whether railroad e
covered under
Worker's
Compensation
majority of American workers are recognizes
state under
Worker's
their protected
losses for by
on atheno-fault
job injuries
the Compensation
laws while railroad workers recoverbetter
information
on
why
the
FELA
is
favored
by
Congress
over Work
FELA, which is their sole remedy. For a discussion of the FELA's relation to
see generally
ACCOUNTING
TRIALS 397GENERAL
§ 3. Furthermore,
the OFFICE,
author REPORT TO T
Worker's Compensation, see 11 AMJUR
COMMITTEE
ON TRANSPORTATION
ANDwould
INFRASTRUCTURE,
FED
recognizes that a genuine debate exists
as to whether
railroad employees
be
LIABILITY
ACT:
ISSUES
AsSOCIATED
WITH
CHANGING
How
RAILRO
better protected by a no-fault state Worker's Compensation system. For more
INJURIES
ARE COMPENSATED
(1996).
See also infra note 21-24
by Congress
over Worker's
Compensation,
information on why the FELA is favored
text
(discussing
how
the
railroad
industry,
in contrast to most
see generally GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, REPORT TO THE CHAIRWOMAN,
regulated
under
the
FE
LA,
rather
than
state
worker's compensati
COMMITI'EE ON TRANSPORTATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE, FEDERAL EMPLOYER'S
17. CHANGING
Miller, 858How
A.2dRAILROAD
at 1029. WORK-RELATED
If not for the FELA, railroad e
LIABILITY ACT: ISSUES AssOCIATED WITH
to state
tort
law21-24
claimsand
for accompanying
worker's compensation paymen
limited
INJURIES ARE COMPENSATED (1996).
See also
infra
note
TORTS 300
text (discussing how the railroad industry,
in (2004).
contrast to most other industries, is
[d.worker's compensation statutes).
state
regulated under the FE LA, rather than18.
19.
v. McCarthy,
336 U.s. 53,
68 (1949)
(Douglas, J.
17. Miller, 858 A.2d at 1029. If not forWilkerson
the FELA,
railroad employees
would
be
20.
Consol.
Rail
Corp.
v.
Gottshall,
512
U.S.
532,
542 (1994) (
limited to state tort law claims for worker's compensation payments. DOBBS LAw OF
TORTS 300 (2004).
18.. Id.
19. Wilkerson v. McCarthy, 336 U.S. 53, 68 (1949) (Douglas, J. concurring).
20. Consol. Rail Corp. v. Gottshall, 512 U.S. 532, 542 (1994) (citing Tiller v. AtL
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the FELA provides the legal framework unde
because of the industry's interstate commerci
industries, this shift of human
overheadJudge
is embodied
in Miller,
state articulated
Additionally,
Moylan, in
Worker's Compensation Statutes; but for .the railroad industry,
between Worker's Compensation and the FELA e
the FELA provides the legal framework under federal law
the FELA does not impose liability on the railroa
because of the industry's interstate commercial character. 21
suffered by the public generally, but is confin
Additionally, Judge Moylan,workers
in Miller,
articulated
injured
duringthe
thedistinction
scope of employment.
between Worker's Compensation and the FELA explaining that
the FELA does not make the employer the i
the FELA does not impose liability
on safety.
the railroads
for the
injuries
employee's
Rather,
basis of the railr
suffered by the public generally,
but
is
confined
to
railroad
liability is its negligence,
and not that the injury s
22
23
workers injured during the under
scope the
of employment.
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Thus,
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in which the
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to provide
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to compensation simply because
injury
occurred.
24
safe his
place
to work.
In providing
a reasonably safe
the railroad industry is also under a duty to m
Under the FELA framework,
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discoverthe
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have
non-delegable duty to provide
its
employees
with
a
reasonably
defects that could have been discovered. 26 The in
25
safe place to work. In providing
a reasonably
safe
place tofor
work,
worker
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any injury cause
the railroad industry is also
under
a
duty
to make tests and 27
part" by the negligence of his employer. The "in
discover dangers and is held to have constructive knowledge of
causation standard
of the FELA is a feather weigh
26
defects that could have been discovered. The injured railroad
to traditional common law negligence, and as a res
worker may recover damages for any injury caused "in whole or
railroad worker
must show only that the railroad c
27
part" by the negligence of his employer. The "in whole or part"
the "sli~htest" part in causing injuries for which th
causation standard of the FELA
is a 8feather weight test compared
sought.
to traditional common law negligence, and as a result, the injured
railroad worker must show only
that HYBRID
the railroad
company played
1. THE
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UNDER FELA
the "sli~htest" part in causing injuries for which the damages are
One major characteristic that may be derived
sought.
is Congress' jettison of traditional features of
1. THE HYBRID NEGLIGENCE
UNDER FELA
negligence,
which makes the FELA claim a h
One major characteristic that may be derived from the FELA
is Congress' jettison of traditional
common
Coast Line R. features
Co., 318 U.s.of
54, 58
(1943». law
21.
Kernan
v.
Dredging
Co.,
355
426, 431-32
negligence, which makes the FELA claim a hybridU.S.form
of (1958).
22. Miller, 858 A.2d at 1029-31.
23. [d. at 1031.
24. [d.
Coast Line R. Co., 318 U.S. 54, 58 (1943».
Baileyv.
21. Kernan v. Dredging Co., 355 U.S.25.
426,
431-32 Cent.
(1958).Vt. Ry. Inc., 319 U.S. 350,352 (1943).
26. Beattie v. Elgin, J. & E. R. Co., 217 F.2d 863,866 (7th Cir.
22. Miller, 858 A.2d at 1029-31.
27. 45 U.s.C. § 51.
23. [d. at 1031.
28. Consolo Rail Corp., 512 U.S. at 543.
24. [d.
25. Bailey v. Cent. Vt. Ry. Inc., 319 U.S. 350, 352 (1943).
26. Beattie v. Elgin, J. & E. R. Co., 217 F.2d 863,866 (7th Cir. 1954).
27. 45 U.S.C. § 51.
28. Consolo Rail Corp., 512 U.S. at 543.
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compensation against his emploler for injuries su
the scope of his employment,2 but the FELA
negligence. No doubt, the FELA is a negligence action, which
traditional common law negligence in several signif
gives an injured railroad employee the exclusive
remedy to seek
I
compensation against his empl0t"er
forconsidering
injuries sustained
within
First,
the statute
itself, section 51
the scope of his employment,2
butthat:
the FELA deviates from
provides
traditional common law negligence in several significant ways.
Every common carrier by railroad while en
commerce
.. shall51beof liable
in damages to a
First, considering the statute
itself, .section
the FELA
suffering
injury
while
he
is
employed
by such
provides that:
injury or death resulting in whole or in par
Every common carrier by railroad while engaging in
negligence of any of the officers, agents, or employ
30
commerce . .. shall be liable in• damages
to any person
carner.
suffering injury while he is employed by such carrier for
whole
or in or
part
from
the of causation un
injury or death resulting inThe
part"
standard
"in whole
negligence of any of the officers,
agents,
or
employees
of
such
is a shadow of the elusive doctrine of proximate (o
•
30
carner.
because the FELA employee must, at a minimum,
that the railroad company partly caused the employ
The "in whole or part" standard of causation under the FELA
The causation standard that the plaintiff must pr
is a shadow of the elusive doctrine of proximate (or legal)
32 cause
FELA is therefore a slighter form of causation.
because the FELA employee must, at a minimum, establish onli:'
that the railroad company partlySecond,
caused the
theemployee's
railroad injuries.
industry1 is al~o dep
The causation standard that
the plaintiff
mustlaw
prove
under
traditional
common
defense
ofthe
contributory neg
32
FELA is therefore a slighteris form
neverofacausation.
bar to recovery under the FELA. 33 Ins
are reduced to the proportion of negligence attrib
Second, the railroad industry 34 is al~o deprived of the
employee. Third, under the FELA, the railroad
traditional common law defense of contributory negligence, which
not assert that the employee assumed the
35 33 Instead, damages
is never a bar to recovery under the FELA.
employment.
are reduced to the proportion of negligence attributable to the
34
employee. Third, under the FELA, the railroad company may
not assert that the employee assumed the risk of his
35
employment.

29. See generally 45 U.S.C. § 51 (2005).
30. Id. (emphasis added).
31. See Miller, 858 A.2d at 1035 (applying the relaxed standa
part" causation to a FELA employee injured while walking on
Norfolk S. & W. Ry. Co. v. Ayers, 538 U.S. 135, 145 (2003) (furt
29. See generally 45 U.S.C. § 51 (2005).
liberality and wide range of recovery and holding that a rail
30. [d. (emphasis added).
recover for
fear oflater
31. See Miller, 858 A.2d at 1035asbestosis
(applying may
the relaxed
standard
of "indeveloping
whole or cancer).
Underwhile
the FELA,
theontest
is simply
the evidence
injured
walking
ballast);
see whether
also
part" causation to a FELA employee32.
railroad
played (further
any part,
"even thetheslightest," in caus
Norfolk. S. & W. Ry. Co. v. Ayers, 538
U.S. company
135, 145 (2003)
discussing
arethat
sought.
Consolo Rail
Corp.,
512 U.S. at 543.
whichand
damages
liberality and wide range of recovery
holding
a railroad
worker
with
45 U.S.C.
§ 53 (2005).
developing
cancer).
asbestosis may recover for fear oflater 33.
34. Id.whether
In Louisiana,
this is justifies
referred to
as the
comparative fault. L
the evidence
that
32. Under the FELA, the test is simply
2323(A)
(2005).
railroad company played any part,art.
"even
the slightest,"
in causing the injury for
§ 51at
(2005).
35.Corp.,
45 U.S.C.
which damages are sought. Consolo Rail
512 U.S.
543.
33. 45 U.S.C. § 53 (2005).
34. [d. In Louisiana, this is referred to as comparative fault. LA. CIV CODE ANN.
art. 2323(A) (2005).
35. 45 U.S.C. § 51 (2005).
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common carrier to exempt itself from any liability
Finally, section 55 of the FELA promises to the railroad
chapter, shall to that extent be void.',37 These
employee that "any contract, rule, regulation, or device
traditional common law negligence are in keeping
whatsoever, the purpose or intent of which!'shall be to enable any
humanitarian purpose of favoring the railroad
common carrier to exempt itself from any liability created by this
employees of other hazardous occupations rest
chapter, shall to that extent be void.',37 These refinements to
compensation under Worker's Compensation Laws
traditional common law negligence are in keeping with Congress'
humanitarian purpose of favoring
the railroad
employee overOF FELA
2. THE LmERAL
INTERPRETATION
employees of other hazardous occupations restricted to seek
38
The hybrid nature
compensation under Worker's Compensation
Laws. of the FELA has caused co
interpretive approach that significantly differs
39
2. THE LmERAL INTERPRETATION
FELA
common OFlaw
negligence suitS.
For exampl
Thompson, the U.S. Supreme Court expanded its
The hybrid nature of the FELA has caused courts to take an
of "injury" by allowing recovery for occupational d
interpretive approach that significantly differs from ordinary
40
as 39accident-related injuries.
The Court
common law negligence suitS.
For example, in Urie v.
interpretation of the FELA to include such inju
Thompson, the U.S. Supreme Court expanded its interpretation
"considerations arising from the breadth of
of "injury" by allowing recovery for occupational diseases as well
language,
the Act's humanitarian purposes, [an
40
as accident-related injuries.
The Court expanded its
standard of liberal construction in order to ac
interpretation of the FELA to include such injuries in light of
object[ive]s ... .',41
"considerations arising from the breadth of the statutory
language, the Act's humanitarian
purposes,
accepted
In essence,
the[and]
FELAitsshould
not be read to in
standard of liberal construction
in
order
to
accomplish
those protection,
on the types of employees granted
object[ive]s ... .''''1
negligence required, or the types of injury suffer
infer such distinctions would be contrary to the tex
In essence, the FELA should not be read to infer restrictions
on the types of employees granted protection, the degree of
36. See
IV.A suffered;42
for a discussion
section
negligence required, or the types
ofPart
injury
in offact,
to 55 of the FELA
this
section
prevents
the
FRSA
from
precluding
infer such distinctions would be contrary to the text of the statutethe FELA.

37. 45 U.s.C. § 55 (2005). In discussing the FELA in Atchison
generally stated that section 55 of the FELA was intended
Atchison,
andwhether
Santa Fe Ry. Co. v. Bu
36. See Part IV.A for a discussionmeritorious
of section cases.
55 of the
FELA Topeka,
regarding
this section prevents the FRSA from (1987).
precluding the FELA.
38. the
Miller,
858inA2d
at 1034-37.
FELA
Atchison,
the Supreme Court
37. 45 U.s.C. § 55 (2005). In discussing
39. FELA
See Urie
v. Thompson,
U.S.recovery
163 (1949).
generally stated that section 55 of the
was
intended to337
ease
in
40.Santa
[d. atFe
180.
the plaintiff
meritorious cases. Atchison, Topeka, and
Ry. In
Co.Urie,
v. Buell
480 U.s. suffered
557, 561from a pulmona
as silicosis. [d. at 165-66. For a further discussion of Urie v. T
(1987).
38. Miller, 858 A2d at 1034-37. pages 67-69.
41. (1949).
[d. at 180.
39. See Urie v. Thompson, 337 U.s. 163
In Urie,
respondent disease
Thompson
advanced the notion th
42.
40. [d. at 180. In Urie, the plaintiff suffered
fromthe
a pulmonary
diagnosed
of negligence
doesofnot
occupational
disease as a com
as silicosis. [d. at 165-66. For a further
discussion
Urierecognize
v. Thompson,
see infra
further argued that meaning of "injury" should be restricted. [d
pages 67-69.
the Court rejected Thompson's argument and broadly interp
41. [d. at 180.
include
such a "personal
wrong"
as the
incurring
advanced
the notion
that the
common
law of a disease or h
42. In Urie, the respondent Thompson
all other elements
tort of negligence
areand
present. [d. at 182
of negligence does not recognize occupational
disease of
asthe
a compensable
injury
further argued that meaning of "injury" should be restricted. [d. at 181. However,
the Court rejected Thompson's argument and broadly interpreted the FELA to
include such a "personal wrong" as the incurring of a disease or harm to health when
all other elements of the tort of negligence are present. [d. at 182.
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to the FELA, stated that "it is clear that
congressional intent was to provide a liberal recove
and the humanitarian spirit of the law established through
43
workers
and that Congress intended the creation
liberal construction by the Court. Justice Brennan, in referring
remedy, but one which could be developed and enl
to the FE LA, stated that "it is clear that the general
changing conditions and changing concepts of the in
congressional intent was to provide a liberal recovery for injured
toward its workers.''«
workers and that Congress intended the creation of no static
remedy, but one which could be The
developed
to meetderogates from
FE LA,and
as aenlarged
hybrid statute,
changing conditions and changing
concepts
of
the
industry's
law directly because Congress duty
omitted tradition
toward its workers.''«
defenses such as assumption of the risk and
negligence, and altered the causation standard fr
The FELA, as a hybrid statute, derogates from the common
cause to "in whole or part;" as a result, in keep
law directly because Congress omitted traditional negligence
statute's humanitarian purpose, the FELA should
defenses such as assumption of the risk and contributory
construed. Statutes that derogate from the comm
negligence, and altered the causation standard from proximate
not require a strict interpretation when that
cause to "in whole or part;" as a result, in keeping with the
corrodes Congress' intent or narrows the scope plai
statute's humanitarian purpose, the FELA
should not be strictly
45
the statute. Though the FELA is a departure from
construed. Statutes that derogate from the common law should
negligence, Congress' justification for creating this
not require a strict interpretation when that interpretation
more liberally interpreted form of negligenc
corrodes Congress' intent or narrows the scope plainly granted to
humanitarian purpose by providing an injured railr
the statute. 45 Though the FELA is a departure from common law
a better chance at recovery for injuries sustained
negligence, Congress' justification for creating this divergent and
present danger, which the railroad workplace is
more liberally interpreted form of negligence serves a
with little subtlety. Congress' adoption of the FEL
humanitarian purpose by providing an injured railroad employee
burden of compensating workplace injuries to
a better chance at recovery for injuries sustained in the everpresent danger, which the railroad workplace is characterized
with little subtlety. Congress' adoption of the FELA shifted the
43. Urie, 337 U.S. at 181 (stating that reading a restrictio
burden of compensating workplace
injuries requirements,
to the railroad
employees, negligence
or types of harm co

"contradictory to the wording, the remedial and humanitarian
constant and established course of liberal construction of the Ac
court").
43. Urie, 337 U.S. at 181 (stating
that reading a restriction on coverage of
Am.harm
Dredging,
355 U.S.
426, 432
employees, negligence requirements,44.orKernan
typesv. of
covered
would
be (1958).
45. Jamison
v. Encarnacion,purpose,
281 U.S.and
635,the
639 (1930). In Jam
and humanitarian
"contradictory to the wording, the remedial
was assaulted
without
to hurry
constant and established course of liberal
construction
of provocation
the Act followed
by his
thiswork. Id. at 639. T
whether the foreman assaulted plaintiff out of personal indifferen
court").
foreman,
acting
within the scope of his employment, assau
44. Kernan v. Am. Dredging, 355 U.S.
426, 432
(1958).
of (1930).
his work.In Id.
Plaintiff
the FELA as support,
U.S. 635, 639
Jamison,
thecited
plaintiff
45. Jamison v. Encarnacion, 281 furtherance
thatId.
"negligence"
within
FELA
was assaulted without provocation toCourt
hurryagreed
his work.
at 639. The
case the
turned
on covered the assau
though
this
assault
was
not
negligent,
but
intentional.
Id. at 6
whether the foreman assaulted plaintiff out of personal indifference, or whether the
foreman, acting within the scopestated:
of his employment, assaulted plaintiff in
As unQuestionably
the employer
would
be liable if plaintiff's iniu
furtherance of his work. Id. Plaintiff cited
the FELA as support,
and the
Supreme
caused by mere inadvertence or carelessness on the part of
Court agreed that "negligence" within theforeman,
FELA covered
in question
it wouldthe
beassault
unreasonable
and ineven
conflict with the purpo
though this assault was not negligent, but
intentional.
Id. at 638-39.
Court
to hold
that the assault,
a much The
graver
breach of duty, was
stated:
within the meaning of the act.
As unQuestionably the employer would
be liable if plaintiffs iniuries had been
Id. at 641.
caused by mere inadvertence or carelessness on the part of the offending
foreman, it would be unreasonable and in conflict with the purpose of Congress
to hold that the assault, a much graver breach of duty, was not negligence
within the meaning of the act.
Id. at 64l.
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Given the flexible and humanitarian nature of the FE LA,
intended by Congress to abridge the rights it cre
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FELA decades before the Secretary of
between the two statutes' scope and application become evident,
implemented the minimum safety standards unde
as does the indisputable conclusion that the FRSA was not
intended by Congress to abridge the rights
created under
the SAFETY AC
B. itFEDERAL
RAILROAD
FELA decades before the Secretary of Transportation
1970, Congress
passed
implemented the minimum safetyInstandards
under the
FRSA.the FRSA to "pro
every area of railroad operations and reduce
B. FEDERAL RAILROAD
ACT
accidents SAFETY
and incidents.',46
This Act gives the
Transportation the authority to prescribe regula
In 1970, Congress passed the FRSA to "promote safety in
area of railroad safety to supplement laws an
every area of railroad operations and reduce railroad-related
Using this power granted under the FRSA, th
accidents and incidents.,,46 This Act gives the Secretary of
Transportation appointed a Task Force char
Transportation the authority to prescribe regulations for every
47
responsibility of studying the problems
of railr
area of railroad safety to supplement laws and regulations.
48
recommending solutions for these problems.
Using this power granted under the FRSA, the Secretary of
Transportation appointed a Task
Force
charged
withexisting
the federal an
The Task
Force
found that
responsibility of studying the
problems
of
railroad
safety
and
safety regulations
did not provide adequate stand
48
recommending solutions for these
problems.
roadbed,
equipment, employee training and qu
rules governing safe railroad operations.',49 T
The Task Force found that existing federal and state railroad
unanimously concluded that broad federal regul
safety regulations did not provide adequate standards for "track,
50
over all areas of railroad safety be granted. A
roadbed, equipment, employee training and qualifications, or
Secretary
of Transportation
rules governing safe railroad
operations.',49
The Taskadopted
Force the recomm
with respect to existing state statutes then in effe
unanimously concluded that broad federal regulatory authority
over all areas of railroad safety be granted. 50 As a result, the
46. 49 U.S.C.
(2005).
Secretary of Transportation adopted
the§ 20101
recommendation
that,
47. 49 U.S.C. § 20103 (2005) (emphasis added).
with respect to existing state statutes then in effect, the statutes

.

48. H.R. REP. No. 91-1194 (1970), reprinted in 1970 U.S.C
According to the statute, the regulations supplement laws and
on October 16, 1970. 49 U.S.C. § 20103 (2005).
46. 49 U.S.C. § 20101 (2005).
49. added).
1970 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 4108. The Task Force noted th
47. 49 U.S.C. § 20103 (2005) (emphasis
regulate
training and
regulations
reprinted did
in not
1970adequately
U.S.C.C.A.N.
4104, employee
4108.
48. H.R. REP. No. 91-1194 (1970),
merely
stated thatlaws
employee
safety is of continuing
According to the statute, the regulations
supplement
and regulations
in effect concern. Id.
did (2005).
not offer any in-depth discussion of employee safety.
on October 16, 1970. 49 U.S.C. § 20103
50. Id.
FRSA
is anthat
enabling
act that
delegated power fr
49. 1970 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 4108. The
TaskThe
Force
noted
the state
safety
Executive.
The
actual and
federal
regulationsbutgoverning Track
regulations did not adequately regulate
employee
training
qualifications,
Signalconcern.
System Id.
Safety,
and Installation,
merely stated that employee safety isCrossing
of continuing
at 4127.
The Report Inspection, Ma
Systems
can be found in the Federal Code of Regulation
did not offer any in-depth discussion Control
of employee
safety.
respectively.
50. Id. The FRSA is an enabling234,
act and
that 236
delegated
power from Congress to the
Executive. The actual federal regulations governing Track Safety Standards,
Crossing Signal System Safety, and Installation, Inspection, Maintenance of Signal
Control Systems can be found in the Federal Code of Regulations. 49 C.F.R. §§ 213,
234, and 236 respectively.
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Furthermore, in the House Report fro~ the Interstate and
regulation and enforcement. 52 These recommendat
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covering
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subject authorized un
clause53 provides that any
matter of the state requirement.
that covers the field will preempt any state law or s
54
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In practice, the FRSA's individual "built-in" preemption
the above-mentioned preemption clause to ba
clause provides that any regulation authorized under the FRSA
negligence claims brought by motorists began in Eas
that covers the field will preempt any state law or statute in that
54
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industry to use V. EAsTERWO
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the above-mentioned preemption clause to bar state law
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the 55interplay between
negligence claims brought by motorists
began in
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preemption clause and state law negligence claim
C. CSX TRANSPORTATION
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motorists; V.however,
lower district courts and fed
circuit courts use this decision for guidance when
Easterwood involved the interplay between the FRSA's
FRSA to other negligence claims, albeit federal
preemption clause and state law negligence claims brought by
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when
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51. for
1970guidance
U.S.C.C.A.N.
at 4108.
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albeit
federal
FELA
claims
52.Id.

53. 49 U.S.C. § 20106 (2005) (emphasis added).
54. Miller, 858 A.2d at 1047 (emphasis added).
51. 1970 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 4108.
55. CSX Transp. v. Miller, 507 U.S. 658 (1993). Though Eas
that state law negligence claims were preempted by the FRSA,
52.Id.
instrumental
53. 49 U.s.C. § 20106 (2005) (emphasis
added). to the Seventh Circuit's decision in Waymire v. Norfo
holding
the FRSA also precluded federal FELA negligence claims
54. Miller, 858 A.2d at 1047 (emphasis
added).
and
accompanying
(discussing
theonly
Easterwood progeny).
78-92
55. CSX Transp. v. Miller, 507 U.s. 658 (1993).
Thoughtext
Easterwood
held
that state law negligence claims were preempted by the FRSA, this decision was
instrumental to the Seventh Circuit's decision in Waymire v. Norfolk S. & W. Ry. Co.
holding the FRSA also precluded federal FELA negligence claims. See infra notes
78-92 and accompanying text (discussing the Easterwood progeny).
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See Rice v. Cincinnati, 955 F. Supp. 739 (E.D. Ky. 1997) (ho
88. Waymire, 218 F.3d at 777.
FRSA's gqal of uniformity would be compromised if a plaintiff wer
89. See supra note 60 (explaining that
preemption
is triggered
onlyunder
when the
pursue
an unsafe
speed claim
state law, but would be
FELA). isSee
also Thirkill v. J.B. Hunt Transp. Inc., 950 F. Sup
improvements are installed and the crossing
in operation).
FELA
unsafe that
speed
claim is barred by the FR
1996) 739
(holding
90. See Rice v. Cincinnati, 955 F. Supp.
(E.D.that
Ky. a1997)
(holding
the
91. Waymire,
F.3d were
at 776.
FRSA's gqal of uniformity would be compromised
if a 218
plaintiff
not allowed to
Id.law,
Thebut
Seventh
also stated
that
state
wouldCircuit
be allowed
under
the"it would thus seem
pursue an unsafe speed claim under 92.
contrary
conclusion
this Ala.
case when the opera
FELA). See also Thirkill v. J.B. Hunt
Transp.
Inc., 950[toF.Easterwood)
Supp. 1105 in(N.D.
was identical
and when
theFRSA).
Supreme Court has already found tha
claim is barred
by the
1996) (holding that a FELA unsafe speed
91. Waymire, 218 F.3d at 776.
92. [d. The Seventh Circuit also stated that "it would thus seem absurd to reach a
contrary conclusion [to Easterwood] in this case when the operation of both trains
was identical and when the Supreme Court has already found that the conduct is not

Further, in the Fifth Circuit, Lane v. R.A. Sim
brought
onPreclusion
appeal from a district court's
decision g
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summary judgment for CSX on Lane's FELA ne
93
based on excessive speed.
Lane argued that
Further, in the Fifth Circuit, Lane v. R.A. Sims Jr. Inc. was
regulations are minimum requirements in whi
brought on appeal from a district court's decision granting partial
provides evidence of due care but does not preclu
summary judgment for CSX on Lane's FELA negligence claim
93negligence if a reasonable railroad company wou
Lane argued that94 FRSA speed
based on excessive speed.
additional precautions. The Fifth Circuit, howeve
regulations are minimum requirements in which compliance
argument by relying on the reasoning of Easterwo
provides evidence of due care but does not preclude a finding of
95
Seventh Circuit's decision in Waymire.
The
negligence if a reasonable railroad company would have taken
94
adopted the Seventh Circuit's reference to
additional precautions. The Fifth Circuit, however, rejected this
persuasiveness that "it would seem absurd to re
argument by relying on the reasoning of Easterwood and on the
conclusion ... 95when the Supreme Court has alrea
Seventh Circuit's decision in Waymire.
The Fifth Circuit
the conduct is not culpable negligence.',96 Interesti
adopted the Seventh Circuit's reference to Easterwood's
Circuit noted that because the case at hand involv
persuasiveness that "it would seem absurd to reach a contrary
statutes, the FELA and the FRSA, and Easterwoo
conclusion ... when the Supreme Court has already found that
state common law negligence claim, the F
the conduct is not culpable negligence.',96 Interestingly, the Fifth
preemption clause is not controlling. 97
Circuit noted that because the case at hand involves two federal
statutes, the FELA and the FRSA,
and Easterwood
dealt with
a
Instead,
the Fifth Circuit
supported
its reaso
state common law negligence
claim, district
the FRSA's
expressthat examine
other federal
court decisions
preemption clause is not controlling.
between97the FRSA and the FELA.98 Specifically
courts determined that the goal of uniformity
Instead, the Fifth Circuit supported its reasoning with two
Congress in drafting the FRSA would be co
other federal district court decisions that examined the interplay
negligence claims based on excessive speed were p
between the FRSA and thethe
FELA.98
FELA.99Specifically, those district
courts determined that the goal of uniformity intended by
Congress in drafting the FRSA
would
be compromised
if
Relying
on "uniformity
of the laws"
as a key
negligence claims based on excessive
werebolstered
permitted its
under
the Fifthspeed
Circuit
position claimi
the FELA.99
uniformity can be achieved only if the regulations

Relying on "uniformity of the laws" as a key consideration,
the Fifth Circuit bolsteredculpable
its negligence."
position claiming
Waymire, 218that
F.3d atsuch
776.
93. if
Lane
R.A. Sims Jr. Inc.,
241 F.3d train
439, 441 (5th Cir. 2001)
uniformity can be achieved only
thev. regulations
covering

94. [d. at 442 (emphasis added). See infra note 209 and
(discussing Lane's argument).
95.atSee
culpable negligence." Waymire, 218 F.3d
776.generally Lane, 241 F.3d at 443 ("In the light of Co
regulation
be nationally uniform to the extent p
93. Lane v. R.A. Sims Jr. Inc., 241railroad
F.3d 439,safety
441 (5th
Cir. 2001).
Thirkill,
more persuasive
94. [d. at 442 (emphasis added).Waymire,
See infra
note and
209 Rice
and far
accompanying
textthan Earwood.").
96. [d. (citing Waymire, 218 F.3d at 776).
(discussing Lane's argument).
[d.("In
at 442
added). intent that
95. See generally Lane, 241 F.3d at97.443
the(emphasis
light of Congress'
98.uniform
[d. Seetoalso
955practicable,
F. Supp. atwe740-741
railroad safety regulation be nationally
theRice,
extent
find (E.D. Ky. 1997
precluded
FELA excessive speed claim where the train w
Waymire, Thirkill, and Rice far moreFRSA
persuasive
than an
Earwood.").
the776).
speed limits established in the FRSA); Thirkill, 950 F. Supp
96. [d. (citing Waymire, 218 F.3d at
97. [d. at 442 (emphasis added). that a FELA excessive speed claim was precluded by the FRSA
traveling
within
the standardized
speed that
limit).the
98. [d. See also Rice, 955 F. Supp.
at 740-741
CE.D.
Ky. 1997) (holding
99.
See
supra
note
98
for
clarification.
FRSA precluded an FELA excessive speed claim where the train was traveling below
the speed limits established in the FRSA); Thirkill, 950 F. Supp. at 1107 (holding
that a FELA excessive speed claim was precluded by the FRSA when that train is
traveling within the standardized speed limit).
99. See supra note 98 for clarification.

speeds, for example, are applied similarly to a FE
1
The Fifth.Circuit feared
that if n/i>t appli
claim.
Loyola Law °OReview
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railroad employee could assert an excessl",e spee
the FE LA, but a non-employee motorist would be
speeds, for example, are applied similarly to101 a FELA negligence
The Fifth Circuit thus adopted
doing the same.
1
claim. °O The Fifth. Circuit feared that if n,?t applied uniformly, a
of the Seventh Circuit and held that the FRSA p
railroad employee could assert an excessIve speed claim under
negligence claims for excessive speed and inade
the FELA, but a non-employee
motorist
be precluded
fromCircuit's opin
signals.
102 would
Notably,
in the Fifth
101
doing the same. The Fifth Circuit thus adopted the reasoning
addressed but rejected Lane's assertion that the F
of the Seventh Circuit and held that the FRSA precluded FELA
national uniformity for laws and regulations relat
negligence claims for excessive speed and inadequate warning
safety [did] not preclude a FELA excessive-s
signals. 102 Notably, in the Fifth Circuit's opinion, the court
because the FRSA and the FELA are not in conflict.,
addressed but rejected Lane's assertion that the FRSA's "goal of
national uniformity for laws andAs
regulations
relating
to railroad
a result, the
Easterwood
progeny, in parti
safety [did] not preclude and
a FELA
...
Lane, excessive-speed
has allowed theclaim
preemptive
effect o
because the FRSA and the FELA
are insulate
not in conflict.,,103
further
the railroad industry from liti
under the FE LA. The Easterwood and Shanklin
As a result, the Easterwood progeny, in particular Waymire
prompted some courts, like the Fifth and Seven
and Lane, has allowed the preemptive effect of the FRSA to
hold that the FRSA has the same effect, albeit a pr
further insulate the railroad
industry
litigation
brought
when
appliedfrom
to the
FELA.104
Other courts, ho
under the FELA. The Easterwood and Shanklin holdings have
follow the Fifth and Seventh Circuits and, as
prompted some courts, like the Fifth and Seventh Circuits, to
reached a different conclusion with regards to whe
hold that the FRSA has the same effect, albeit a preclusive effect,
precludes FELA negligence claims.
when applied to the FELA.I04 Other courts, however, do not
follow the Fifth and Seventh Circuits
and, the
as aSupreme
result, have
Court ruled in E
Shortly after
reached a different conclusion
with
regards
to
whether
the
FRSA
the FRSA preempted state law negligence cla
precludes FELA negligence claims.
excessive speeds, one federal district court, i
Earwood u. Norfolk S. Ry. Co., declined to ext
105
Shortly after the Supreme Court ruled in Easterwood that
In
preemption to bar a FELA negligence claim.
the FRSA preempted state law negligence claims based on
plaintiff instituted his FELA action against Norfo
excessive speeds, one federal district court, in the case of
Earwood v. Norfolk S. Ry. Co., declined to extend the FRSA
preemption to bar a FELA negligence claim.l05 In Earwood, the
plaintiff instituted his FELA 100.
action
against
Lane,
241 F.3dNorfolk
at 443. arguing that

101. [d. This basic inconsistency, that a railroad employee mi
claim while a motorist would be barred from such a claim, is the
and Fifth Circuits' reasoning.
102. [d.
100. Lane, 241 F.3d at 443.
103.a [d.
at 442.employee
The assertion
101. [d. This basic inconsistency, that
railroad
might that
bringthe
an FRSA
FELAand FELA are no
examined
fullya in
PartisIV.C.,
which
argues
that the FELA does n
claim while a motorist would be barred
from such
claim,
the crux
of the
Seventh
FRSA.
and Fifth Circuits' reasoning.
104. Easterwood held that that the FRSA preempted state com
102. [d.
claims
for excessive
Shanklin
103. [d. at 442. The assertion that the FRSA
and FELAspeed,
are notand
in conflict
willheld
be that claims ba
signals
were also
argues that
the FELA
doespreempted.
not conflict See
withsupra
the notes 58-59, 71
examined fully in Part IV.C., which warning
holdings of Easterwood and Shanklin).
FRSA.
105. Earwood
v. state
Norfolk
S. Ry.
845 F. Supp. 880 (N.
104. Easterwood held that that the FRSA
preempted
common
lawCo.,
negligence
Northernheld
District
Georgia
is in on
the inadequate
Eleventh Circuit.
claims for excessive speed, and Shanklin
that ofclaims
based
warning signals were also preempted. See supra notes 58-59, 71-72 (discussing the
holdings of Easterwood and Shanklin).
105. Earwood v. Norfolk S. Ry. Co., 845 F. Supp. 880 (N.D. Ga. 1993). The
Northern District of Georgia is in the Eleventh Circuit.

his injuries were caused by unsafe working
Particularly,
the plaintiff argued that Norfolk k
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have known of the unsafe work conditiorls and,
failed to provide a safe place to work.l07 The court
his injuries were caused by unsafe working conditions. lOS
the FRSA preempted state common law negligenc
Particularly, the plaintiff argued that Norfolk knew or should
on excessive speed, but reasoned that the rule in E
have known of the unsafe work conditiorls and, by not acting,
not address any effect of the FRSA on federal FE
failed to provide a safe place to work.107 The court conceded that
claims. lOS The Earwood court, relying on another S
the FRSA preempted state common law negligence claims based
decision, reasoned that as a general rule
on excessive speed, but reasoned that the rule in Easterwood did
construction, absent an intolerable or irreconcil
not address any effect of the FRSA on federal FELA negligence
between two statutes, a court need not decide
108
claims. The Earwood court, relying on another Supreme Court
controls over the other or whether one statute im
decision, reasoned that the
as other
a general
rule of statuto~
.110
construction, absent an intolerable or irreconcilable conflice
between two statutes, a court The
needEarwood
not decide
one the plainti
courtwhether
agreed with
statute
controls over the other or whether
that theone
FELA
does impliedly
not conflictrepeals
with the FRSA saf
the other.llo
since the FELA is the employee's exclusive tor
111
intended to be broadly interpreted.
In contrast
The Earwood court agreed with the plaintiffs contention
the regulations promulgated by the Secretary of T
that the FELA does not conflict with the FRSA safety regulations
under the FRSA are minimum safety requirement
since the FELA is the employee's exclusive tort remedy and
the FRSA
1l1 nor its regulations purport to define th
intended to be broadly interpreted.
In contrast to the FELA,
care with which railroads must act with r
the regulations promulgated by the Secretary of Transportation
employees. 112 The court reasoned that the heighten
ll3
under the FRSA are minimum safety
requirements, and neither
care which the railroad industry owes to its em
the FRSA nor its regulations purport to define the standard of
core of the FELA, but this duty of care is neither s
care with which railroads must act with regard to its
employees ,112 The court reasoned that the heightened standard of
1l3
106. Earwood,
Supp
at 883.
care which the railroad industry
owes845
toF.its
employees
is the
107.
Id.
At
the
time
of
the
accidentof
noin
active
core of the FELA, but this duty of care is neither spoken
thewarning signals

however, there was an agreement between the railroad compan
Department of Transportation to install such devices at the time
106. Earwood, 845 F. Supp at 883. at 883.
Id. warning signals had been installed;
107. [d. At the time of the accident108.
no active
109. Seethe
Atchison,
andand
Santa
Ry. Co. v. BuelL 480 U
however, there was an agreement between
railroadTopeka,
company
the Fe
Georgia
(holding
theatRailroad
did not
Department of Transportation to install
such that
devices
the timeLabor
of the Act
accident.
[d. preclude a railro
bringing his FELA claim because the two federal statutes were
at 883.
could thus operate fully). The Buell Court reasoned that ther
108. [d.
assuming
allowing
FELA
for (1987)
emotional injury would
109. See Atchison, Topeka, and Santa
Fe Ry. that
Co. v.
BuelL 480
U.S.actions
557, 566
scheme
ofRLA
arbitration.
Buell,
480
U.S.
566.
(holding that the Railroad Labor Act did not preclude a railroad employee at
from
bringing his FELA claim because the110.
twoId.
federal statutes were not in conflict and
Id. reasoned that there was no basis for
could thus operate fully). The Buell111.
Court
assuming that allowing FELA actions112.
for Id.
emotional injury would erode the general
scheme ofRLA arbitration. Buell, 480113.
U.S.The
at 566.
author notes that the use of the phrase "heightened" or
be misleading. The standard of care under the FELA is that of a
110. [d.
person under the circumstances. When referring to the FELA, som
111. [d.
"heightened
duty" presumably because of the liberal interpretatio
112. [d.
standard,
jettison
of traditional
negligence
and historica
113. The author notes that the use of the phrase "heightened"
or "higher
duty"defenses,
may
be misleading. The standard of careAct.
under the FELA is that of a reasonably prudent
person under the circumstances. When referring to the FELA, some courts refer to a
"heightened duty" presumably because of the liberal interpretation, slight causation
standard, jettison of traditional negligence defenses, and historical formulation of the
Act.
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FRSA nor tangentially mentioned. Thus, there
the statutes and both[Vol.
statutes
51 may operat
Loyolabetween
Law Review
\ ..

Mter the court decided that the FRSA did no
FRSA nor tangentially mentioned.
there is denied
no conflict
FELA andThus,
subsequently
Norfolk's motion
between the statutes and both
statutes
ma\
operate
fully.u4
judgment, Norfolk brought a Motion for Recons
reaffirming its holding, the court opined
After the court decided that the FRSA did not preclude the
misunderstood the application and purpose of pre
FELA and subsequently denied Norfolk's motion for summary
court reasoned that, ''had Defendant violated th
judgment, Norfolk brought a Motion for Reconsideration. In
plaintiff would have been able to establish negl
reaffirming its holding, the court opined that Norfolk
was within
However, the fact that the Defendant
u5
misunderstood the application and purpose of preclusion.
The
does not necessarily preclude a finding that D
court reasoned that, ''had Defendant violated the speed limit,
negligent with regard to the heightened duty unde
plaintiff would have been able to establish negligence per se.
The court then clarified the real issue: ''whether
However, the fact that the Defendant was within the speed limit
regulations issued pursuant to a federal statute
does not necessarily preclude a finding that Defendant was
federal common law surrounding the FELA.,,117 T
negligent with regard to thethat
heightened
duty
under the FELA."116
it did not.
lIS
The court then clarified the real issue: ''whether the Secretary's
regulations issued pursuant to Support
a federalforstatute
theover the FRSA
favoringabrogate
the FELA
federal common law surrounding
the v.FELA."117
The court
in Grimes
Norfolk; however,
theheld
claim did not in
that it did not. us
train speeds or inadequate wamings.119 Grime
action under the FELA for injuries sustained whe
Support for favoring the FELA over the FRSA is also found
hole after he was forced to walk beyond the. track
in Grimes v. Norfolk; however, the claim did not involve excessive
the steep walkway and unstable footing along the b
train speeds or inadequate warnings.l19 Grimes brought his
Grimes court correctly stated the issue with whic
action under the FELA for injuries sustained when he fell into a
whether the Waymire decision intervenes to
of
hole after he was forced to walk beyond the , track bed because
standards of care in the FELA120 so that the railroa
the steep walkway and unstable footing along the ballasts. The
could only be based on non-compliance with FRSA s
Grimes court correctly stated the issue with which it was faced,
intervenes
rearrange
whether the Waymire decisionGrimes
arguedtothat
Norfolk the
was negligent b
standards of care in the FELA
so that inspected
the railroad's
negligence
adequately
the railroad
121 right-of-way alo
could only be based on non-compliance
with
FRSA
standards.
Norfolk would have discovered the hole and been

Grimes argued that Norfolk was negligent because had it
114. Buell,
480 U.S. at 566.
adequately inspected the railroad
right-of-way
along the tracks,
115.the
[d. at
889.and been able to fix it;122
Norfolk would have discovered
hole

116. [d.
117. [d.
114. Buell, 480 U.S. at 566.
118. [d.
115. Id. at 889.
119. Grimes v. Norfolk, 116 F. Supp. 2d 995 (N.D. Ind. 200
District ofIndiana is in the Seventh Circuit.
116. Id.
120. [d. at 998. The instability was due to large rocks. [d.
117. Id.
121. [d. at 1000. Interestingly, Grimes was argued and briefed
118. Id.
plaintiff
counsel
as in The
Waymire.
119. Grimes v. Norfolk, 116 F. Supp.
2d and
995defense
(N.D. Ind.
2000).
Northern
122. Grimes, 116 F. Supp. 2 at 1000. It should be noted that G
District of Indiana is in the Seventh Circuit.
perId.
se argument. Further, Grimes was heard
120. Id. at 998. The instability wasnot
duea tonegligence
large rocks.
court was
within
the Seventh
Circuit.
As aexact
result
and because of the h
121. Id. at 1000. Interestingly, Grimes
argued
and briefed
by the
same
plaintiff and defense counsel as in Waymire.
122. Grimes, 116 F. Supp. 2 at 1000. It should be noted that Grimes' argument is
not a negligence per se argument. Further, Grimes was heard in federal district
court within the Seventh Circuit. As a result and because of the holding in Waymire,

thus, the railroad had constructive notice of the ho
123
Second, Grimes argued ~hat No
correct it.
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obligation under both the FRSA and the FEL
employees with a safe place to work, and it failed
thus, the railroad had constructive notice of the hole and failed to
company policy required him to physically inspect t
correct it. 123 Second, Grimes argued ~hat Norfolk had an
obligation under both the FRSA
and onthe
FELA Norfolk
to provide
Relying
Waymire,
argued that its c
employees with a safe placethe
to work,
and
it
failed
to
do
so
when
FRSA regulations precluded
Grimes' neglig
l24
to physically
the train.
company policy required himimmunized
it inspect
from FELA
claims arising out of
occurred while Grimes traversed the right_of_way
Relying on Waymire, Norfolk argued126that its compliance with
inspections.
In finding that Grimes' FELA c
the FRSA regulations precluded Grimes' negligence suit and
precluded by the FRSA, the court made a fact-sp
immunized it from FELA claims arising out of injuries which
into whether the regulations in the FRSA cov
occurred while Grimes traversed the right_of_way 125 during train
subject matter upon which the FELA claim was
126
inspections.
In finding that Grimes' FELA claim was not
court found that the regulations specifying the s
precluded by the FRSA, the court made a fact-specific analysis
roadside walkways were to be inspected applied to
into whether the regulations in the FRSA covered the same
crossings but not to inspections
between cross
127
subject matter upon which where
the FELA
claim
was based.
The Therefore,
sustained
his injury.128
Grimes
court found that the regulations
specifying the speed at which
that the FRSA did not cover the basis of the FELA
roadside Walkways were to be inspected applied to inspections at
crossings but not to inspections
crossings,
is regulation
Thebetween
court concluded
thatwhich
the FRSA
where Grimes sustained hisatinjury.l28
Therefore,
the
court
held
creating a safe roadbed for trains, not a saf
129
that the FRSA did not cover employees
the basis ofthat
the inspect
FELA claim.
the trains. Focusing less
of the regulations, the court also found that, "[t]he
The court concluded thatthe
thelanguage
FRSA regulations
were directed
or legislative history of any enactm
at creating a safe roadbed for trains, not a safe walkway for
the FRSA,
that indicates a serious purpose of un
l28
employees that inspect the trains. Focusing less on the specifics
of the regulations, the court also found that, "[t]here is nothing in
the language or legislative history of any enactment, including
the basis purpose
of Grimes' FELA
claim was covered
the FRSA, that indicates a ifserious
of undermining
thein the FRSA regu

Court would be bound to hold that the FRSA precluded the FELA
argued that since the issue of inspecting walkways was not covere
FELA claim based on this issue could not be precluded. See also
and
accompanying
text (stating
the reasoning
and holding ofthe G
if the basis of Grimes' FELA claim was covered
in the FRSA
regulations,
the Grimes
123.
Grimes,
116
F.
Supp.
2d
at
1000.
Court would be bound to hold that the FRSA precluded the FELA. Instead, Grimes
[d.
124.walkways
was not covered in the FRSA, the
argued that since the issue of inspecting
Seeprecluded.
49 C.F.R. See
§ 213.31
("prescribing
minimum requiremen
FELA claim based on this issue could125.
not be
also infra
notes 126·27
areas immediately
adjacent
the roadbed")
and accompanying text (stating the reasoning
and holding
of the to
Grimes
court). (emphasis added).
123. Grimes, 116 F. Supp. 2d at 1000.126. Grimes, 116 F. Supp. 2d at 1000.
127. [d. at 1001. Grimes argued that Norfolk was negligent be
124. [d.
road beds wasforinadequate.
procedure
for the requirements
125. See 49 C.F.R. § 213.31 ("prescribing
minimum
roadbed andSpecifically, Grim
speed for
inspecting
crossings is too fast to adequately inspec
(emphasis
added).
areas immediately adjacent to the roadbed")
generally 49 C.F.R. § 213.7. Although the Court agreed with Gr
126. Grimes, 116 F. Supp. 2d at 1000.
of the
roadbed
was not precluded by the F
for negligent
inspection
127. [d. at 1001. Grimes argued that
Norfolk was
negligent
because
its inspection
to
produce
any
evidence
outside
of
his
that the ho
thattestimony
the
procedure for the road beds was inadequate. Specifically, Grimes arguedown
Grimes,
116
F.
Supp.
2d
at
1004.
speed for inspecting crossings is too fast to adequately inspect the roadside. See
116 F.with
Supp.Grimes
2d at 1004.
the Grimes,
Court agreed
that his claim
generally 49 C.F.R. § 213.7. Although128.
1001-02. by the FRSA, Grimes failed
was [d.
notat
precluded
for negligent inspection of the roadbed129.
to produce any evidence outside of his own testimony that the hole actually existed.
Grimes, 116 F. Supp. 2d at 1004.
128. Grimes, 116 F. Supp. 2d at 1004.
129. [d. at 1001-02.

basic core of FELA and its essential purposes.,,13
"neither has the Supreme
nQr for th
[VoLCourt,
51
970
Loyolaadded,
Law Review
decision of the Circuit Courts of Appeill, indi
hostility to the legislative purpose embedded in the
basic core of FELA and its essential purposes."l30 The court
in the past."l3l
added, "neither has the Supreme Court, nQr for that matter any
decision of the Circuit CourtsFinally,
of Apperu,
a basic
the indicated
Grimes court
determined tha
embedded
in cover
the FELA,
now
hostility to the legislative purpose
regulations
did not
the FE
LA,or
by hinging its a
in the past.,,131
divergent purposes of the FELA and the FRSA,
inability of previous courts to find a ''hostility'' to
Finally, the Grimes court determined that the FRSA
the FELA.13 The court concluded, ''Norfolk has as
regulations did not cover the FE LA, by hinging its analysis on the
to extend Waymire well beyond its holding t
divergent purposes of the FELA and the FRSA, as well as the
negligence claim under the FELA for any conduct b
inability of previous courts to find a ''hostility'' to the purpose of
even remotely covered by a regulation enacted un
the FELA.13 The court concluded, ''Norfolk has asked this court
This court declines the invitation to do SO.,,133
to extend Waymire well beyond its holding to preclude a
134 by the railroad
negligence claim under the FELAOther
for any
conduct
courts
have also chosen to follow th
under
the specifically,
FRSA.
even remotely covered by a forth
regulation
enacted
in Earwood
and
Grimes;
that FRS
to
do
SO.,,133
This court declines the invitation
do not preclude FELA claims. For example, the co
CSX Transp.135 held that the plaintiff's FELA c
134
Other courts have also chosen to follow the analysis set 136
injuries caused by cumulative trauma occurring
forth in Earwood and Grimes; specifically, that FRSA regulations
course and scope of his employment was not pre
do not preclude FELA claims. For example, the court in Miller v.
FRSA. 137 The court reasoned that the FRSA regula
CSX Transp.136 held that the plaintiff's FELA claim for knee
by CSX do not touch upon, nor remotely cover, the
injuries caused by cumulative trauma 136 occurring while in the
conditions that injured Miller and which CSX had a
course and scope of his employment was not precluded by the
maintain. 138 The FRSA regulation concerns a sa
137
FRSA. The court reasoned that the FRSA regulations relied on
trains and not a safe walkway for railroad
by CSX do not touch upon, nor remotely cover, the railroad yard
conditions that injured Miller and which CSX had a duty to safely
l36
maintain.
The FRSA regulation concerns a safe roadbed for
l39
130. Grimes, 116 F. Supp. 2d at 1003.
trains and not a safe walkway
for railroad employees.
131. Id. The Grimes Court, in searching for judicial hostility to

referring to the Supreme Court decisions in Easterwood and Sha
cited by the Defendant, but did not rule on the effect of the FR
claims under the FELA. Id. at 1002. The Grimes court is als
130. Grimes, 116 F. Supp. 2d at 1003.
Waymire
did toward
not reflect
fordecision
judicialwhich
hostility
the "judicial
FELA, ishostility" toward t
131. [d. The Grimes Court, in searching
the FELA.
Id.
in Easterwood
and Shanklin, which were
referring to the Supreme Court decisions
cited by the Defendant, but did not 132.
rule Id.
on at
the1002.
effect of the FRSA on negligence
133.
Id.
at
1004. court is also referring to the
claims under the FELA. [d. at 1002. The Grimes
See also
Elstontoward
v. Union
Co., 74
Waymire decision which did not reflect134.
"judicial
hostility"
thePac.
coreR.R.
purposes
of P.3d 478, 488 (C
(holding similar to Miller and Grimes that the FRSA safety stan
the FELA. [d.
the same subject matter as safe walkways and, therefore, do no
132. [d. at 1002.
claim
on that basis).
133. [d. at 1004.
135.Co.,
Miller
v. CSX
Transp.,
858 A.2d
10252003)
(Md. Ct. Spec. App. 20
134. See also Elston v. Union Pac. R.R.
74 P.3d
478,
488 (Colo.
Ct. App.
was due
to CSX's do
usenot
oflarge
thatThe
thetrauma
FRSA safety
standards
coverballasts. Id. at 10
(holding similar to Miller and Grimes136.
137. Id.and,
at 1052.
the same subject matter as safe walkways
therefore, do not preclude a FELA
claim on that basis).
138. Id.
135. Miller v. CSX Transp., 858 A.2d139.
1025Id.
(Md. Ct. Spec. App. 2004).
136. The trauma was due to CSX's use oflarge ballasts. [d. at 1039.
137. [d. at 1052.
138. [d.
139. [d.

Therefore, the court held that the FRSA did no
plaintiffs FELA claim. 140
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The Fifth and Seventh Circuits' decisions
Waymire
are prominent
indicatorsthe
that federal FE
Therefore, the court held that
the FRSA
did not preclude
140
plaintiffs FELA claim.
claims based on any subject matter also regulate
will continue to\. be precluded. Other above-mentio
The Fifth and Seventh
Circuits'Miller,
decisions
in Lanehave
and"side-stepped
Earwood,
and Grimes
Waymire are prominent indicators
that
federal
FELA
negligence
FELA negligence claims by successfully arguing
matterwere
alsonot
regulated
in the
the same
FRSAsubject matt
claims based on any subjectclaims
based on
141
Other
above-mentioned
courts
likethese courts
will continue to be precluded.
"covered" in the FRSA.
However,
Earwood, Miller, and Grimes
have
"side-stepped"
preclusion
of the FELA is
wider analysis, specifically that since
FELA negligence claims by and
successfully
arguing
that
the
FELA
the FRSA is a federal regulation, the two s
sameinsubject
matter
or analysis, c
claims were not based on the
facially
conflict.
Usingregulated
this broader
141
"covered" in the FRSA.
However,
these
courts
also
provided
compelled to find that even if the aFELA claim
since
the FELA
a tortshould
remedy
wider analysis, specifically that
FRSA
regulation,
theisFRSA
not preclude th
and the FRSA is a federal regulation, the two statutes are not
facially in conflict. Using this broader
analysis, courts
should
IV. ANALYSIS:
WHY
THEbe
FRSA SHOUL
is based on
an CLAIMS
compelled to find that even if the FELA claim
PRECLUDE
FELA
FRSA regulation, the FRSA should not preclude the FELA.
Until the Supreme Court determines whet
IV. ANALYSIS: WHY
THE FRSA
SHOULD
NOT
the FELA
the case
law will remain split
precludes
PRECLUDEFELACLAllWS
The Seventh Circuit's decision in Waymire extend
preemption clause to the FELA without 'preced
Until the Supreme Court
determines
the FRSA
it was thewhether
first decision
of its
result,
142 kind by a fe
law will
split
on this
issue.
precludes the FELA the casecourt.
Theremain
Seventh
Circuit
relied
heavily on the S
The Seventh Circuit's decision
in Waymire
extendedthat
thefederal
FRSA'slaw preempts
decision
in Easterwood,
without
'precedent,
and
a
preemption clause to the FELA
without precedent or foundation,asextended
state l
result, it was the first decision of its kind by a federal appellate
court. The Seventh Circuit relied heavily on the Supreme Court's
law
state law, and
decision in Easterwood, that federal
140. Miller,
858preempts
A.2d at 1052.
141. See
supra note
137 law
and accompanying
without precedent or foundation,
extended
state
preemptiontext (discussing

Miller case). Miller and Grimes side-stepped the preclusive eff
arguing that the basis of the FELA claim, in those cases th
walkways
respectively, were not covered in the FRSA. These co
140. Miller, 858 A.2d at 1052.
what would happen if the ballasts and walkways were regulate
141. See supra note 137 and accompanying text (discussing the holding of the
light of this, Miller and Grimes provide two instances wher
Miller case). Miller and Grimes side-stepped the preclusive effect of the FRSA by
plaintiffs' claims were not regulated, which can be contrasted
arguing that the basis of the FELA claim, in those cases the ballasts and safe
Lane cases, which found that the FRSA precludes the FELA beca
walkways respectively, were not covered in the FRSA. These courts did not hint to
and inadequate warning device claims were regulated in the FRS
what would happen if the ballasts and walkways were regulated in the FRSA. In
the basiswhere
of an FELA
claimofis the
regulated in the F
light of this, Miller and Grimes provideEven
two if
instances
the bases
even
if ballasts
walkways
areWaymire
regulated
in the FRSA, the
plaintiffs' claims were not regulated,
which
can be and
contrasted
with
and
survive
preclusion
under
the
Earwood
analysis
Lane cases, which found that the FRSA precludes the FELA because excessive speedbecause the subje
statutes
do not conflict,
one being an exclusive tort remedy, and
and inadequate warning device claims
were regulated
in the FRSA.
safety statute.
Even if the basis of an FELA claim is regulated in the FRSA, that is to say,
142. The in
Supreme
Court
on appeal from th
even if ballasts and walkways are regulated
the FRSA,
thedenied
FELAcertiorari
should still
decision
in
Waymire.
Waymire
v.
Norfolk
S.
and
survive preclusion under the Earwood analysis because the subject matter of the two W. Ry. Co., 21
cert denied,
531 U.S.
1112
(2001).
statutes do not conflict, one being an2000),
exclusive
tort remedy,
andatthe
other,
a federal

safety statute.
142. The Supreme Court denied certiorari on appeal from the Seventh Circuit's
decision in Waymire. Waymire v. Norfolk S. and W. Ry. Co., 218 F.3d 773 (7th Cir.
2000), cert denied, 531 U.S. at 1112 (2001).
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Furthermore, the Supreme Court in Easterwood
mention the effect that the FRSA might hav
of the FRSA to an area of federal preclusion, thereby judicially
negligence claims brought under the FE LA.
repealing areas of the FELA contrary to tJ;1e intent of Congress.
Furthermore, the Supreme Court
Easterwood
failed
to even
Thein continued
effect
of FRSA
preemption on
mention the effect that the
FRSA
might
have
on
railroad employees
claims brought exclusively by federal
the FELA.
negligence claims brought under
runs the risk of creating substantial inj
injuries
bleak proposition seems reasonable when one foll
The continued effect of FRSA preemption on federal FELA
that the Secretary of Transportation, through FRSA
claims brought exclusively by railroad employees for on the job
could erode substantial areas of culpable negligen
injuries runs the risk of creating substantial injustice. That
FELA action by promulgating standards and reg
bleak proposition seems reasonable when one follows the logic
that may form the basis of a valid FELA negligenc
that the Secretary of Transportation, through FRSA preemption,
unintended result would be that the only way f
could erode substantial areas of culpable negligence under the
railroad employee to recover for an on the job injur
FELA action by promulgating standards and regulating areas
prove a regulatory violation of an FRSA standard,
that may form the basis of a valid FELA negligence claim. The
the FELA civil action, which is firmly rooted in
unintended result would be that the only way for an injured
negligence, into a remedy conditioned upon o
railroad employee to recover for an on the job injury would be to
violations.
prove a regulatory violation of an FRSA standard, thus turning
the FELA civil action, which isSince
firmlytherooted
in States
the theory
of Court has o
United
Supreme
negligence, into a remedypreemption
conditioned
upon law
onlynegligence
statutoryclaims brough
of state
violations.
and has never addressed the issue of whether
brought by railroad employees are in any way im
Since the United States Supreme Court has only addressed
FRSA, this analysis will discuss five reasons w
preemption of state law negligence claims brought by motorists
should not preclude FELA claims:
and has never addressed the issue of whether FELA claims
brought by railroad employees are
impacted
by the55 of the FEL
(1) inA any
plainway
reading
of section
FRSA, this analysis will discuss
five
reasons
why
the
FRSA
any attempt by the railroad
from using any
should not preclude FELA claims:
regulation, or device to exempt itself from liability.143

the FELA
voidWaymire are fl
(1) A plain reading of section
(2) 55
Theofdecisions
in makes
Lane and
any attempt by the railroadthe
from
using
any
contract,
rule,
FRSA should be treated as a supplement
regulation, or device to exempt itself
liability.143
justfrom
as other
federal statutes have been con
144
past.
(2) The decisions in Lane and Waymire are flawed because
the FRSA should be treated as a supplement to the FELA,
just as other federal statutes
have been
construed
in the
143. See generally
45 U.S.C.
§ 55 (2005).
144
past.
144. See generally Weaver v. Missouri Pac. R.R. Co., 152 F.3d

1998) (holding that the railroad company's compliance with fe
Inspection Act (LIA) regulations, which did not require protectiv
did not preclude a finding that the railroad was negligent under th
143. See generally 45 U.S.C. § 55 (2005).
to equip
train
also Urie v. Thomp
144. See generally Weaver v. Missouri
Pac.the
RR.
Co.,with
152protective
F.3d 427, screens);
429 (5thsee
Cir.
that
the
Boiler
Inspection
Act
189
(1949)
(holding
1998) (holding that the railroad company's compliance with federal Locomotive and the Safety A
intended
by Congress
to be supplemental
to the FELA and shou
Inspection Act (LIA) regulations, which
did not
require protective
window screens,
recovery
under
the
FELA);
Buell,
480
U.S.
at 565 (1987) (holding
did not preclude a finding that the railroad was negligent under the FELA for failing
to equip the train with protective screens); see also Urie v. Thompson, 337 U.S. 163,
189 (1949) (holding that the Boiler Inspection Act and the Safety Appliance Act were
intended by Congress to be supplemental to the FELA and should in no way limit
recovery under the FELA); Buell, 480 U.S. at 565 (1987) (holding that an employee
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(4) Preclusion of the FELA on145the grounds
(3) The subject matter of the
FRSA
does not
conflict
with
brought
under
it will
erode the FRSA's
claims
146
or subsume the content ofthe
FELA.
of national uniformity is error because the FE
I.,
a federally-created "hybrid" negligence cla
(4) Preclusion of the FELA on the grounds that negligence
Congress and its treatment by the courts
claims brought under it will erode the FRSA's expressed goal
interpreted statute mean that it is specifically
of national uniformity is error because the FELA's status as
liberally applied in the humanitarian spirit i
a federally-created "hybrid" negligence
claim created by
147
passed.
Congress precisely created this
Congress and its treatment by the courts as a broadly
legislation to compensate for the ''human ove
interpreted statute mean that it is specifically intended to be
and suffering inflicted upon railroad emp
liberally applied in the humanitarian spirit in which it was
147
recovery in a federal FELA negligence claim w
passed.
Congress precisely created this humanitarian
than recovery of a non-railroad employee
legislation to compensate for the ''human overhead" of injury
traditional state law negligence claims.
and suffering inflicted upon railroad employees so that
recovery in a federal FELA negligence
would safety
be easier
minimum
standards in th
(5) Finally,claim
than recovery of a non-railroad
employee
motorist
under
adequately protect railroad employees from
traditional state law negligence
the claims.
federally-mandated duty of reasonable c
Congress on the railroad industry under the F
(5) Finally, minimum safety standards in the FRSA do not
favored.
adequately protect railroad employees from injury; rather,
the federally-mandated duty
reasonable
care imposed
by THE FELA
A. of
THE
FRSA CANNOT
PRECLUDE
Congress on the railroad industryPLAIN
underREADING
the FELAOFshould
be 55 OF THE F
SECTION
favored.
Section 55 of the FELA provides that "any
A. THE FRSA CANNOT PRECLUDE
FELAwhatsoever,
GIVEN THE the purpose or
regulation, THE
or device
PLAIN READING OFshall
SECTION
OF THE
be to 55
enable
anyFELA
common carrier to exempt

Section 55 of the FELA provides that "any contract, rule,
regulation, or device whatsoever, the purpose or intent of which
shall be to enable any common
to exempt
from
any Labor Act with
couldcarrier
bring a labor
grievanceitself
under the
Railroad

from asserting his rights under the FELA); Smolsky v. Consolid
F. Supp. 283, 286-87 (E.D. Pa 1991) (holding that Title VII d
employee's FELA claim for negligent infliction of emotional distre
145.
See Buell,
480
at 567
(setting
forth that absent an
could bring a labor grievance under the
Railroad
Labor
ActU.S.
without
being
precluded
betweenSmolsky
two statutes,
the court Rail
should
not 780
be inclined to dete
v. Consolidated
Corp.,
from asserting his rights under the FELA);
impliedly
repeals
the other).
F. Supp. 283, 286-87 (E.D. Pa 1991)
(holding
that Title
VII did not preclude an
146. See of
Easterwood,
507 U.S. at 664 (reasoning that federal r
employee's FELA claim for negligent infliction
emotional distress).
merely forth
touchthat
or relate
a subject
matter,
but substantially s
145. See Buell, 480 U.S. at 567 (setting
absentto an
intolerable
conflict
the Waymire
and Lane
matter).
courts,
particularly
between two statutes, the court should
not beSince
inclined
to determine
whether
one
Easterwood analysis instructive in holding that the FRSA prec
impliedly repeals the other).
applying
this same
test, theregulations
FRSA nevertheless
146. See Easterwood, 507 U.S. at 664
(reasoning
that federal
must not does not substa
merely touch or relate to a subject FELA.
matter, but substantially subsume the subject
generally
Urie,
337 U.S.
at 180
(reasoning
that Congre
matter). Since courts, particularly147.
the See
Waymire
and
Lane
courts,
found
the
in a humanitarian
spirit,precludes
and therefore,
the statute
should be int
Easterwood analysis instructive in holding
that the FRSA
the FELA,
in
light of Congress's
intent
to facilitatesubsume
the easethe
of recovery under t
applying this same test, the FRSA nevertheless
does not
substantially
FELA.
147. See generally Urie, 337 U.S. at 180 (reasoning that Congress created the FELA
in a humanitarian spirit, and therefore, the statute should be interpreted liberally in
light of Congress's intent to facilitate the ease of recovery under the FELA).
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rule, or regulation," the FRSA cannot precliIde the
section binds the railroad industry as a matter of la
liability created by this chapter, shall to that extend be void."148
any regulation or entering into any contract, such
Because the FRSA falls within the plain meaning of "contract,
requiring an employee to waive their rights under th
rule, or regulation," the FRSA cannot precliIde the FELA.149 This
might limit its liability.150
section binds the railroad industry as a matter of law from using
any regulation or entering into any
contract,
such as Court
a contract
Should
the Supreme
hear this issue, i
requiring an employee to waive
their
rights
under
the
FELA,
that
that it follow its precedents and continue to agp
might limit its liability.150 interpretation of the FELA as it has in the past. 11
part of this broad remedial negligence statute
Should the Supreme Court hear this issue, it is suggested
interpreted to include federal railroad regulations
that it follow its precedents and continue to a}?ply the liberal
under the FRSA because
the interpretation of
1
interpretation of the FELA as it has in the past. 1 Section 55, as
preemption clause, in cases such as Lane and Way
part of this broad remedial negligence statute, should be
an insulating effect similar to employment contrac
interpreted to include federal railroad regulations implemented
an employee's rights under the FE LA, which ar
under the FRSA because the interpretation of the FRSA's
section 55. Under both the employee waiver con
preemption clause, in cases such as Lane and Waymire, has had
FRSA regulations, the railroad industry exempt
an insulating effect similar to employment contracts that waive
liability and given the plain wording of section
an employee's rights under the FELA, which are void under
exclusion of liability is contrary to Congress' inten
section 55. Under both the employee waiver contract and the
both should be void pursuant to section 55 of the FE
FRSA regulations, the railroad industry exempts itself from
of sectionBaltimore
55, such&anWashington Ra
liability and given the plain wording
In Philadeplhia,
exclusion of liability is contrary
to
Congress'
intent.
Therefore,
Schubert, the Court outlined
the scope and applica
152
both should be void pursuant55.
to section
55 of the
FELA.that:
The Court
reasoned

'the purpose
or intent
In Philadeplhia, BaltimoreThe
& words
Washington
Railroad
Co. v.of which shall b
common
carrier to ofexempt
Schubert, the Court outlined theany
scope
and application
section itself from an
152
55. The Court reasoned that: created by this act,' do not refer simply to an actu
the parties to circumvent the statute. The 'purpos
The words 'the purpose or intent of which shall be to enable
of the contracts and regulations, within the mean
any common carrier to exempt itself from any liability
section, is to be found in the necessary operation a
created by this act,' do not refer simply to an actual intent of
defeating the liability which the statute was d
the parties to circumvent the statute. The 'purpose or intent'
enforce. Only by such a general application could
of the contracts and regulations, within the meaning of this
[the FELA] accomplish the object which it is
and
section, is to be found in the necessary operation
"
153 effect in
Congress hd
a III VIew.
defeating the liability which the statute was designed to
enforce. Only by such a general application could the statute
[the FE LA] accomplish the
object which it is plain that
"
153 148. 45 U.S.C. § 55 (2005).
Congress hd
a m VIew.
149. Id.
150. Buell, 480 U.S. at 559.
151. See generally Urie v. Thompson, 337 U.s. 163 (1949).
148. 45 U.S.C. § 55 (2005).
152. Philadeplhia, Baltimore & Washington Railroad Co. v. Schu
613 (1912).
149. Id.
153. Id.
150. Buell, 480 U.S. at 559.
151. See generally Urie v. Thompson, 337 U.S. 163 (1949).
152. Philadeplhia, Baltimore & Washington Railroad Co. v. Schubert, 224 U.S. 603,
613 (1912).
153. Id.
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found to preclude FELA claims, also exempt the ra
from liability. Though section 55 prohibits the ra
Following the Schubert analysis, regulations implemented
from exempting
itself
from have
liability,
under the FRSA and its preemption
clause,154
which
beensection 55 sh
construed in light of the FELA's liberal interpre
found to preclude FELA claims, also exempt the railroad industry
also prevent the railroad industry from using
from liability. Though section 55 prohibits the railroad industry
regulations under the FRSA to strip the railroad
from exempting itself from liability, section 55 should be broadly
sole remedy, thereby defeating the liability which
construed in light of the FELA's liberal interpretive history to
designed to enforce. Should the Supreme Cour
also prevent the railroad industry from using federal safety
FRSA precludes the FELA as other United States
regulations under the FRSA to strip the railroad employee of his
of Appeal have, section 55, operating as the last
sole remedy, thereby defeating the liability which the FELA was
would statutorily void the preclusive effect
designed to enforce. Should the Supreme Court find that the
regulations. Therefore, section 55 of the FELA st
FRSA precludes the FELA as other United States Circuit Courts
two feet by voiding any of the railroad indus
of Appeal have, section 55, operating as the last line of defense,
through contract, regulation, or order, including F
would statutorily void the preclusive effect of the FRSA155
to immunize itself from FELA claims.
regulations. Therefore, section 55 of the FELA stands on its own
industry's
two feet by voiding any of the
B. railroad
THE FRSA
SHOULD attempts
BE TREATED AS A SU
through contract, regulation, or order, including FRSATO
standards,
THE FELA
155
to immunize itself from FELA claims.
The FRSA states that "The Secretary of Tra
B. THE FRSA SHOULD necessary,
BE TREATED
AS prescribe
A SUPPLEMENT
shall
regulations and issue o
TOTHEFELA
area of railroad safety supplementing law's and
effect on October 16, 1970."156 In this section, Co
The FRSA states that "The Secretary of Transportation, as
the scope of the FRSA and using explicit language
necessary, shall prescribe regulations and issue orders for every
FRSA is supplementary to laws and regulatio
area of railroad safety supplementing law's and regulations in
effect. 157 In addition, the Earwood court explain
effect on October 16, 1970."156 In this section, Congress sets out
interpreting legislative enactments that "[s]tatute
the scope of the FRSA and using explicit language states that the
the common law are to be read with a presum
FRSA is supplementary to laws and regulations already in
retentioncourt
of long-established
and familiar principl
effect. 157 In addition, the Earwood
explained in judicially
a statutory purpose to the contrary is evident.
interpreting legislative enactments that "[s]tatutes which invade
"supplement" in section 20103 of the FRSA
the common law are to be read with a presumption favoring
Congress did not intend for the FRSA to bar FELA
retention of long-established and familiar principles, except when
as a complement
to the FE
a statutory purpose to theactcontrary
is evident.,,158
TheLA.word

"supplement" in section 20103The
of FE
theLA,FRSA
indicates
enacted
in 1908, that
comes from a "lo
Congress did not intend for the
FRSA to
claims,
but to must be ma
the FELA
common
law which
principle"
of bar
act as a complement to the FELA.
The FELA, enacted in 1908, comes from a "long established49 U.S.C. § 20106 (2005).
principle" of the common law154.
which
must be maintained absent

154.
155.
156.
157.
158.

155.
156.
157.
158.

45 U.S.C. § 55 (2005).
49 U.S.C. § 20103 (2005) (emphasis added).
[d.
Earwood, 845 F. Supp. at 890.

49 U.S.C. § 20106 (2005).
45 U.S.C. § 55 (2005).
49 U.S.C. § 20103 (2005) (emphasis added).
[d.
Earwood, 845 F. Supp. at 890.
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the supplemental nature of the FRSA. 9 in Earw
stated that whether a federal common law acti
Congress's express intent to repeal it through other legislation; in
displaced by another federal statutory law
fact, in section 20103 of the FRSA Con~ess expressly sets forth
assessment Iof the scope of the legislation and wheth
the supplemental nature of the FRSA. 9 in Earwood the court
established by Congress addresses the problem form
stated that whether a federal common law action
160 has been
by federal common law. The FELA exists to prote
displaced by another federal statutory law requires an
overhead of the railroad industry, namely the emp
assessment of the scope of the legislation and whether the scheme
the FRSA exists to make railways safer for the pub
established by Congress addresses the problem formerly governed
The plain wording of section 20103 bears out t
loo
by federal common law. The FELA exists to protect the human
recognized that the FRSA would not commandeer
overhead of the railroad industry, namely the employees, while
but supplement other laws in effect as of 1970,
the FRSA exists to make railways
safer for the public in general.
FELA.161
The plain wording of section 20103 bears out that Congress
not commandeer
or eliminate,
recognized that the FRSA wouldOther
federal statutes,
which courts have
but supplement other lawspreclusive
in effect aseffect
of 1970,
the
FELA negligence
claims
over including
FELA.161
discussion. 162 In Urie v. Thompson, the plaint
locomotive fireman, filed suit under the FELA fo
163
Other federal statutes, which courts have
not given a
pulmonary disease. The silicosis was caused by fa
preclusive effect over FELA negligence claims, are worth
that emitted silica and silicon dioxide in excess
discussion. 162 In Urie v. Thompson, the plaintiff, a steam
which the Defendant knew or should have known
locomotive fIreman, fIled suit under the FELA for silicosis, a
Missouri State Supreme Court on appeal held that
l611
pulmonary disease. The silicosis was caused by faulty "sanders"
that emitted silica and silicon dioxide in excessive amounts,
164
should have known about.
The
which the Defendant knew or
159. Supplemental is defined as "supplying something additiona
Missouri State Supreme Court
on
appeal
held
that
the
complaint
lacking." BLACK'S LAw DICTIONARY 1480 (8th ed. 2004). Give

Congress intended that the FRSA create a uniform system of regu
country so that all trains crossing the 50 states in interstate comm
by the same
standards.
Until adding
the FRSA,
standards we
159. Supplemental is defined as "supplying
something
additional;
what state
is
regulate
the
trains
in
interstate
commerce.
See,
e.g.,
H.R. REP. No
lacking." BLACK's LAW DICTIONARY 1480 (8th ed. 2004). Given this definition,
reprinted
in
1970
U.S.C.C.A.N.
4104.
Problems
with
''Uniformity''
Congress intended that the FRSA create a uniform system of regulation across the
more
Part
D.
country so that all trains crossing the
50 fully
statesinin
interstate
commerce would abide
160.
Earwood,
845
F. Supp.were
at 890.
by the same standards. Until the FRSA, state standards
inadequate to
161. SeeSee,
§ 20103
("The
Secretary
of Transportation,
as necessar
regulate the trains in interstate commerce.
e.g., R.R.
REp.
No. 91-1194
(1970),
issue
orders for will
every
of railroad safety supple
reprinted in 1970 U.S.C.CAN. 4104.regulations
Problemsand
with
''Uniformity"
bearea
discussed
regulations in effect on October 16, 1970."). See also, Brief for
more fully in Part D.
Waymire
v. Norfolk S. and W. Ry. Co., 2000 WL 34000886 (U.S. O
160. Earwood, 845 F. Supp. at 890.
161. See § 20103 ("The Secretary 00-594).
of Transportation, as necessary, shall prescribe
also Weaver
Missouri Pac.laws
R.R.and
Co., 152 F.3d 427, 42
regulations and issue orders for every 162.
area See
of railroad
safetyv.supplementing
(holding
that
the
railroad
company's
compliance
regulations in effect on October 16, 1970."). See also, Brief for Petitioner at 11, with federal Loco
Act 2000
regulations,
which did
notOct.
require
protective
WL 34000886
(U.S.
12, 2000)
(No. window screens, d
Waymire v. Norfolk S. and W. Ry. Co.,
finding that the railroad was negligent under the FELA for failing
00-594).
with R.R.
protective
screens);
Smolsky
v. Consolidated
162. See also Weaver v. Missouri Pac.
Co., 152
F.3d 427,
429 (5th
Cir. 1998) Rail, 785 F. Su
(holding
that
TitleLocomotive
VII did not
preclude a railroad emp
(holding that the railroad company's1992)
compliance
with
federal
Inspection
negligent
infliction
of
emotional
distress
under
Act regulations, which did not require protective window screens, did not precludethe
a FELA).
163.
Urie,
337
U.S.
at
165.
finding that the railroad was negligent under the FELA for failing to equip the train
[d.
with protective screens); Smolsky v. 164.
Consolidated
Rail, 785 F. Supp. 71 (E.D. Pa.
1992) (holding that Title VII did not preclude a railroad employee's claims of

negligent infliction of emotional distress under the FELA).
163. Urie, 337 U.S. at 165.
164. [d.

did not state a cause of action under the FELA bu
165
under the Boiler Inspection Act.
The U.S S
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reversed and held that the existence of \in inju
under a violation of the Boiler Inspection Act do
did not state a cause of action
FELA
stated a claim
anunder
actionthe
under
thebut
FELA.166
under the Boiler Inspection Act.165 The U.S Supreme Court
of Il:reasoned
recoverable
reversed and held that the existence
m injurythat
The Court
"the Safety Applianc
withInspection
the Boiler Act
Inspection
Act,
are substantively .
under a violation of the Boiler
does not
preclude
an action under the FELA.I66to the Federal Employer's Liability Act. [T]aken
Boiler Inspection and Safety Appliance Acts cann
The Court reasoned thatas"the
Safetywholly
Appliance
Acts,from
together
statutes
separate
and independen
are
substantively
...
amendments
with the Boiler Inspection Act,
Employer's Liability Act.,,167 Accordingly, Congre
Act.to [T]aken
in practice, tothethe purpose o
to the Federal Employer's Liability
these acts
be "supplemental"
Boiler Inspection and Safetyrailroad
Appliance
Acts cannot
be regarded
not inhibit recove
employee
to recover,
168
as statutes wholly separate impossible.
from and independent
of
the Supreme
Federal Court's rea
In light of the
Employer's Liability Act.,,167 that
Accordingly,
Congress
intended
the Boiler
Inspection
and forSafety Appli
to
the
purpose
of
facilitating
these acts to be "supplemental"
supplements to the FE LA, and givenathe plain wo
it
railroad employee to recover,
not courts
inhibitshould
recovery
make
20103,
also or
treat
the FRSA
as a sup
16B
impossible.
In light of theFE
Supreme
Court's
reasoning
in
Urie,
LA.
that the Boiler Inspection and Safety Appliance Acts are
supplements to the FE LA, and given
the to
plain
of Section
Similar
thewording
Urie Court's
decision, the Cou
Topeka
& Santa
Ry. Co. v.
Buell examined
20103, courts should also treat
the FRSA
as a Fe
supplement
to the
between the Railway Labor Act ("RLA") and th
FELA.
Buell, the Court addressed whether a plaint
Similar to the Urie Court's
decision,
the Court under
in Atchison,
railroad
labor grievance
the RLA deprived t
v.
Buell
examined
the
interplay
Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co.
his right to bring a negligence
claim under the FEL
between the Railway LaborofAct
("RLA")
In does not me
the RLA,
likeand
the the
text FELA.ls9
of the FRSA,
Buell, the Court addressed
whether
pursuing
or the
subjecta ofplaintiff
tort liability.l7l
Theastated purpos
the
RLA
deprived
the
employee
of for the res
railroad labor grievance under
to provide a comprehensive framework
his right to bring a negligence
claim
under
the
FELA.170
The
text
disputes in the railroad industry.172
of the RLA, like the text of the FRSA, does not mention the FELA
or the subject of tort liability.l71 The stated purpose of the RLA is
to provide a comprehensive framework for the resolution of labor
165. Urie, 337 u.s. at 172. See also 45 U.S.c. § 23, repealed
disputes in the railroad industry.172

272, § 7(b), 108 Stat. 1379 (1994).
166. Urie, 337 U.S. at 196.
167. Id. at 189. The Boiler Inspection and Safety Appliance A
purpose
of employee
suits, with
the necessity
of proving that vio
165. Urie, 337 U.s. at 172. See also
45 U.S.C.
§ 23, repealed
by Pub.
L. No. 103regulations
prove
negligence,
and
showing
that these violati
272, § 7(b), 108 Stat. 1379 (1994).
effective
to
show
negligence
as
a
matter
oflaw.
Id.
166. Urie, 337 U.s. at 196.
168.
Id.
167. ld. at 189. The Boiler Inspection and Safety Appliance Acts dispense, for the
169. Buell,
480 U.S.that
at 557.
See generally
45 U.S.C. § 151-164 (2
purpose of employee suits, with the necessity
of proving
violations
of the safety
170.
Buell,
480
U.S.
at
557.
Like
the
FELA
based on s
regulations prove negligence, and showing that these violations were made claims
is
FRSA,
the
claim
brought
in
Buell
under
the
FELA
arose
out o
effective to show negligence as a matter oflaw. ld.
covered by the RLA.
168. ld.
171. Id.
557. § 151-164 (2005).
169. Buell, 480 U.S. at 557. See generally
45 at
U.s.C.
172.
Id.
at
562. based on standards within the
170. Buell, 480 U.s. at 557. Like the FELA claims

FRSA, the claim brought in Buell under the FELA arose out of a labor grievance
covered by the RLA.
171. ld. at 557.
172. ld. at 562.

In contrast, the FELA provides the em
substantive protection from the negligenf condu
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companies independent of the railroad's 'obligati
labor agreements. 173 Noting the differing goal
In contrast, the FELA
provides
the employee
with
statutes,
the Court
held that it
would be incon
substantive protection fromCongress
the negligenf
conduct
of injured
railroadrailroad emplo
intended
that an
companies independent of denied
the railroad's
under the under
FELA its
simply because
recoveryhbligations
173
labor agreements.
Noting
the
differing
goals
of
the two
under the RLA.174
might also bring a labor grievance
statutes, the Court held that it would be inconceivable that
Congress intended that an injured
railroad
woulddistinguished
be
Further,
the employee
Court in Buell
betw
denied recovery under the of
FELA
simplyand
because
the employee
the RLA
the FELA
and found that both
175
might also bring a labor grievance
operateunder
fully the
sideRLA.174
by side. The same should be don
the FELA and the FRSA. Given Congress's purpose
Further, the Court in Buell
distinguished
betweenfor
theevery
goalsarea of railroad
comprehensive
regulations
of the RLA and the FELA given
and found
that
bothisstatutes
that the
FELA
a broad could
remedial tort statu
175
operate fully side by side. The
same
should
be
done
in regard
to
standard of broad and liberal
interpretation,177
thes
the FELA and the FRSA. Given
Congress's
purpose
to
implement
can operate side by side because of their di
comprehensive regulations for
every area of
railroad explicitly
safety,176 and
stated that the re
Furthermore,
Congress
given that the FELA is a broad
remedial
statutearea
subject
to a safety wou
orders
issued tort
for every
of railroad
178
standard of broad and liberallaws
interpretation,177
these two
in effect as of October
16,statutes
1970.
can operate side by side because of their differing goals.
Furthermore, Congress explicitly stated
that
the regulations
C. THE
SUBJECT
MATTER and
OF THE FRSA DO
orders issued for every area "SUBSTANTIALLY
of railroad safety SUBSUME"
would supplement
THE
CONTENT OF TH
178
laws in effect as of October 16,
1970.THE INTERPLAY BETWEEN THE Two STATUT
DOES

AN "IRRECONCILABLE CONFLIC'I"
C. THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THE FRSA DOES NOT
"SUBSTANTIALLY SUBSUME" THE
OF in
THE
FELA,
NORSupreme Cour
AsCONTENT
mentioned
Part
II, the
DOES THE INTERPLAY BETWEEN
THE Two
STATUTES
Easterwood
proved
highly PRESENT
instructive to several
AN "IRRECONCILABLE
CONFLICT"
Circuit Courts
of Appeal, particularly the Seven

179
Circuits. Easterwood's analysis provides that in o
As mentioned in Part on
II, the
Supreme
decisionpreemptive
in
the FRSA's
effect
a claim
usingCourt's
Easterwood proved highly instructive
to
several
United
States
established that the statute more than touches
Circuit Courts of Appeal, subject
particularly
the Seventh
and regulations
Fifth
matter;
the federal
must
179
Circuits. Easterwood's analysis provides that in order to prevail
on a claim using the FRSA's preemptive effect, it must be
established that the statute more than touches or covers the
173. Buell, 480 U.S. at 563.
subject matter; the federal174.regulations
must substantially
[d. at 565.

175. [d. at 564.
176. See 49 U.S.C. § 20101 (2005).
177. See supra note 147 (arguing that the FELA's status as a fe
173. Buell, 480 U.S. at 563.
hybrid negligence claim created by Congress and its treatment b
174. ld. at 565.
broadly interpreted statute mean that it is specifically intended to
175. ld. at 564.
176. See 49 U.8.C. § 20101 (2005). applied).
§ 20103
U.S.C.status
177. See supra note 147 (arguing that178.
the 49
FELA's
as a(2005).
federally created,
179. See
notes 79 by
andthe
102courts
and accompanying
text fo
hybrid negligence claim created by Congress
andsupra
its treatment
as a
Waymire
and Lane.
broadly interpreted statute mean that
it is specifically
intended to be liberally
applied).
178. 49 U.S.C. § 20103 (2005).
179. See supra notes 79 and 102 and accompanying text for the holdings in
Waymire and Lane.
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preemption
clause
does not mentio
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any other federal statutes dealing with railroad saf
180

subsume the relevant law.
However,
it should
be kept
mind
As a result,
looking
to theintext
of the FRSA alo
that the FRSA's preemption does
clause
does
not mention
the FELA orsubsume" test
not
survive
the "substantially
any other federal statutes dealing
with railroad
Easterwood
becausesafety.
the FRSA's effect on pre-exist
is not mentioned lSI The FRSA's preemption clause
As a result, looking to the text of the FRSA alone, the statute
that the laws related to railroad safety should be "
does not survive the "substantially subsume" test articulated in
extent practicable" and that states may adopt o
Easterwood because the FRSA's effect on pre-existing federal law
railroad
safety until th
enforce
a law related
is not mentioned 181 The FRSA's
preemption
clause to
merely
states
Transportation prescribes a law covering the sub
that the laws related to railroad safety should be "uniform to the
This clause applies only to states and does not show
extent practicable" and that states may adopt or continue to
intent to limit a railroad employee's federal cause o
enforce a law related to railroad safety until the Secretary of
182
the FE LA.
Transportation prescribes a law covering the subject matter.
This clause applies only to states Furthermore,
and does not show
the congressional
Secretary of Transportat
intent to limit a railroad employee's
federal
cause
of
action under
prescribe a law that specifically
grants railroad em
the FE LA.
remedy under which they might seek compensati
caused by the negligence of their employer because
Furthermore, the Secretary of Transportation need not
been the exclusive remedy for railroad employe
prescribe a law that specifically grants railroad employees a tort
Had Congress intended to substantially subsum
remedy under which they might seek compensation for injuries
matter of the FELA when it passed the FR~A, it
caused by the negligence of their employer because the FELA has
have said so or Congress would have had to repeal
been the exclusive remedy for railroad employees since 1908.
provide another remedy such as no-fault s
Had Congress intended to substantially subsume the subject
compensation. The FRSA, as a federal regulatory
matter of the FELA when it passed the FR~A, it would have to
not mention railroad employee remedies. It is
have said so or Congress would have had to repeal the FELA and
subject. Thus the FELA cannot be logically argue
provide another remedy such as no-fault state workers'
subsumed by the FRSA. Further, if FELA claims
compensation. The FRSA, as a federal regulatory statute, does
by the FRSA, the railroad employee will be strip
not mention railroad employee remedies. It is silent on this
remedy and will therefore, be unable to seek compe
subject. Thus the FELA cannot be logically argued to have been
injuries or question the minimum safety standard
subsumed by the FRSA. Further, if FELA claims are precluded
he was injured. This absurd result was never inten
by the FRSA, the railroad employee will be stripped of his sole
to seek
his
remedy and will therefore, be unable
It should
be compensation
noted that thefor
Waymire
court actu
injuries or question the minimum
safety
standards
under
which
the argument that the two statutes do not conflic
he was injured. This absurdthe
result
was never
intended.
Seventh
Circuit
stated: "as a general negligen
FELA neither prohibits nor requires specific cond
It should be noted that the Waymire court actually supported
the FRSA... empowers the Secretary of Tran
the argument that the two statutes do not conflict. Specifically
implement comprehensive and detailed ra
the Seventh Circuit stated: "as a general negligence statute the
FELA neither prohibits nor requires specific conduct [while] ...
180.Secretary
Easterwood, 507
at 664.
the FRSA... empowers the
of U.S.
Transportation
to
181. See supra note 61 (discussing the "substantially subsume"
andin Easterwood).
detailed railroad safety
implement comprehensiveapplied
182. 49 U.S.C. § 20106 (2005).
180. Easterwood, 507 U.S. at 664.
181. See supra note 61 (discussing the "substantially subsume" test for preemption
applied in Easterwood).
182. 49 U.S.C. § 20106 (2005).

regulations.',183 Therefore, it logically follows t
substantially subsume
the
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provides a standard of care which the -industr
employees and must abide by, while the FRSA s
regulations.,.J.83 Therefore, it logically follows that the FRSA
safety standards owed to the public. Further
cannot substantially subsume the FEJ4 because the FELA
Congress enacted both the FELA and the FRSA
provides a standard of care which the '"industry owes to its
purposes it cannot be said that these goal
employees and must abide by, while the FRSA sets forth strict
irreconcilable conflict in which a Court must dete
l84
safety standards owed to the public. Furthermore, because
one federal statute repeals an earlier statute.
Congress enacted both the FELA and the FRSA for different
purposes it cannot be said The
that Earwood
these goals
courtpresent
providesanthe proper a
irreconcilable conflict in which
a
Court
must
determine
whether
conclusion that l84
the FRSA does
not preclude th
one federal statute repeals an
earlier
statute.
FELA is the railroad employee's exclusive
compensation of on-the-job injuries, or even
The Earwood court provides the proper analysis in its
intended to be interpreted broadly.185 In contras
conclusion that the FRSA does not preclude the FE LA. The
primarily intended to protect the general public,
FELA is the railroad employee's exclusive remedy for
Further the FRSA is directed to the states, th
compensation of on-the-job injuries, or even death, and is
between the statutes exists and both may operate s
intended to be interpreted broadly. ISS In contrast, the FRSA is
general
public, notadvantage
employees.of applying
primarily intended to protect theThe
fundamental
Further the FRSA is directed
to the
thus, no In
conflict
analysis
is states,
its simplicity.
order for preclu
both
may
operate
side
by
side.
186
between the statutes exists and
statutes must cover the same subject
matter.187 T
federal railroad safety regulation. The FEUA is
The fundamental advantage of applying the Earwood
remedy statute. The two statutes do not cover th
analysis is its simplicity. In order for preclusion to apply,
matter. Therefore, the FRSA cannot preclude th
statutes must cover the same subject matter.187 The FRSA is a
Congress passes legislation to this effect. As discu
federal railroad safety regulation. The FEUA is a federal tort
of this section, Congress did not repeal the FELA
remedy statute. The two statutes do not cover the same subject
the FRSA, but instead determined that the
matter. Therefore, the FRSA cannot preclude the FELA unless
"supplement" existing law.
Congress passes legislation to this effect. As discussed in Part B
of this section, Congress did not repeal
the FELA
when
passed preemption c
Furthermore,
within
theitFRSA's
the FRSA, but instead determined
thatstate
thelaws
FRSA
would to discuss th
and failed
mentioned only
"supplement" existing law. on federal statutes such as the FELA.188 As a resu
"supplemental" rule in section 20103 should apply
Furthermore, within the FRSA's preemption clause Congress
should not preclude but supplement the FE LA. C
mentioned only state laws and failed to discuss the FRSA's effect
intended for
I88 the courts to judicially expand the FR
on federal statutes such as the FELA. As a result, the general
"supplemental" rule in section 20103 should apply and the FRSA
should not preclude but supplement
the 218
FELA.
never
183. Waymire,
F.3d at Congress
775.
intended for the courts to judicially
expand
the
FRSA
to
supplant
184. Buell, 480 US at 565.

185. Earwood, 845 F. Supp. at 884.
186. [d.
183. Waymire, 218 F.3d at 775.
187. See Easterwood, 507 U.S. at 664.
184. Buell, 480 US at 565.
188. Within the FRSA's preemption clause, where Congress
185. Earwood, 845 F. Supp. at 884. identify all types of laws that are not "supplemented," but out
mentioned only state laws.
186. Id.
187. See Easterwood, 507 U.S. at 664.
188. Within the FRSA's preemption clause, where Congress would presumably
identify all types of laws that are not "supplemented," but outright preempted, it
mentioned only state laws.
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D. THE SUPREME COURT'S AND OTHER COURTS
an area of the law which it merely
to SUPPORTS
supplement.THE
Thus,
OF intended
THE FELA
POSITION THAT
the FELA action must stand.
INTENDED THAT THE FELA FALL OUTSIDE

"UNIFORMITY" EXPRESSED IN THE FR

D. THE SUPREME COURT'S AND OTHER COURTS' TREATMENT
OF THE FELA SUPPORTS THEInPOSITION
THAT
contrast to
the CONGRESS
Earwood reasoning, the fun
INTENDED THAT THE of
FELA
FALL OUTSIDE
OF THE
the Waymire
and Lane
decisions is that the cou
"UNIFORMITY" EXPRESSED
IN THE to
FRSA
phrase "uniform
the extent practicable." T
ambiguous and therefore, courts' reliance on t
In contrast to the Earwood reasoning, the fundamental flaw
evidence of Congress's intent is arbitrary.
of the Waymire and Lane decisions is that the courts rely on the
phrase "uniform to the extentOnly
practicable."
Thisrepeal
phrase
Congress can
the isFE LA, but th
courts'Circuits
reliancehave
on this
phrase inferred
as
ambiguous and therefore, Fifth
erroneously
Congr
evidence of Congress's intentrepeal
is arbitrary.
the FELA where there was none. The Sev
Circuits, in Lane and Waymire, were able
Only Congress can repeal the FE LA, but the Seventh and
congressional intent by hinging their analysis on t
Fifth Circuits have erroneously inferred Congress's intent to
that all laws regarding railroad safety should be
repeal the FELA where there was none. The
189 Seventh and Fifth
extent practical.
What is this uniformity referr
Circuits, in Lane and Waymire, were able to imply this
Seventh Circuit's opinion, "to allow a plaintiff to a
congressional intent by hinging their analysis on the FRSA's goal
of warning claims under the FELA but not un
that all laws regarding railroad safety should be uniform to the
189
(referring to motorist claims) would undermine
extent practical.
What is this uniformity referring to? In the
safety uniformity intended by Congress.,,190
Seventh Circuit's opinion, "to allow a plaintiff to argue adequacy
but not
under
state
law
of warning claims under the FELA
The history
of the
FELA,
its hybrid
nature,191
192
(referring to motorist claims)
would undermine
interpretation
affordedthe
to itrailroad
by the courts suppo
safety uniformity intended by
Congress.,,190
that
the FELA is not intended to be uniform withi
of
the
FRSA.nature,191
While the
FRSA
is a public safety a
The history of the FELA, its hybrid
and
the liberal
railroads, the FELA was enacted to provide a bro
interpretation192 afforded to it by the courts support the position
recovery193 to the injured railroad employee. Court
that the FELA is not intended to be uniform within the meaning
of the FRSA. While the FRSA is a public safety act dealing with
189. 49to
U.S.C.
§ 20103
railroads, the FELA was enacted
provide
a (2005).
broad measure of
190.
Waymire,
218
F.3d
at 776.
Recall
thatitstate law tort cla
recovery193 to the injured railroad employee. Courts
have
made

warning devices and excessive speed were the two areas in which
preempted using the FRSA. See generally CSX Transp. v. Easter
(1992); Norfolk S. Ry. Co. v. Shanklin, 529 U.S. 344 (2000).
189. 49 U.S.C. § 20103 (2005).
191. that
See 45
U.S.C.
(2005).
A claim arising under the F
190. Waymire, 218 F.3d at 776. Recall
state
law §§51-55
tort claims
for inadequate
common
negligence
claimCourt
in that Congress d
warning devices and excessive speed traditional
were the two
areas inlaw
which
the Supreme
traditional
defenses
of
contributory
negligence
and assump
preempted using the FRSA. See generally CSX Transp. v. Easterwood, 507 U.S. 658
Furthermore,
(1992); Norfolk S. Ry. Co. v. Shanklin,
529 U.S. 344Congress
(2000). provided for a less stringent burden of
the arising
injury of
the the
employee
need only
191. See 45 U.S.C. §§51-55 (2005). that
A claim
under
FELA differs
from be
a caused in who
negligence
ofthe
railroad
company.
traditional common law negligence claim in that Congress did not include the
See CSX Transp.
v. Miller, 858
traditional defenses of contributory192.
negligence
and assumption
of A.2d
the 1025,
risk. 1030 (Md. App. 2
FELA does
not ofinclude
either
the defense of contrib
Furthermore, Congress provided for 193.
a lessThe
stringent
burden
proof by
providing
assumption
the riskinaswhole
a bar or
to recovery,
and the employee m
that the injury of the employee need
only beofcaused
part by the
negligence of the railroad company.
192. See CSX Transp. v. Miller, 858 A.2d 1025, 1030 (Md. App. 2004).
193. The FELA does not include either the defense of contributory negligence or
assumption of the risk as a bar to recovery, and the employee must prove only the

unmistakably clear that the FELA should be libera
to favor recovery by the injured railroad e~ployee.19
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the FELA is not in conformity with narrowly const
broad and general terms or cutting down its
unmistakably clear that the FELA should be liberally
195 interpreted
inference or implication.
194
to favor recovery by the injured railroad e1l'\ployee. The spirit of
the FELA is not in conformity with
construing
theCircuits
Act's
Thenarrowly
Fifth and
Seventh
in Lane
or cutting
down
its interpretive
full scope by
broad and general terms ignored
the
liberal
approach
end
196
l96
inference or implication.
Supreme Court. Instead, these courts inferred th
preemption of traditional state law negligen
The Fifth and Seventh Circuits in Lane and Waymire
Easterwood, included by implication all other neg
ignored the liberal interpretive approach endorsed by the
such as the FE LA. 197 This inference is misguid
l96
Supreme Court. Instead, these courts inferred that the FRSA's
intended that the recovery owed to a railroad empl
preemption of traditional state law negligence claims in
FELA be easier than that owed to a non-emp
Easterwood, included by implication all other negligence claims
injured under the same conditions. After all, Co
197
This inference is misguided. Congress
such as the FELA.
the traditional form of negligence making the FEL
intended that the recovery owed to a railroad employee under the
hybrid, free from the common law defenses of ass
FELA be easier than that owed to a non-employee motorist
risk and contributory negligence and also w
injured under the same conditions. After all, Congress altered
causation standard, thus facilitating easier recove
the traditional form of negligence
making
FELA a negligence
employees.
198 the
If disallowed
from bringing their
hybrid, free from the common law defenses of assumption of the
action under the FELA, railroad employees are
risk and contributory negligence and also weakening the
stripped of the only opportunity to question the sa
causation standard, thus facilitating easier recovery for railroad
and regulations under which he or she works and
employees. 198 If disallowed from bringing their sole cause of
any means for recovery of an on-the-job injury.
action under the FELA, railroad employees are consequently
to question the
safety standards
stripped of the only opportunity Additionally,
Waymire
and Lane used the FR
and regulations under whichthe
he FELA
or she negligence
works and claim
are deprived
for fearofof eroding the
any means for recovery of anthe
on-the-job
injury.
laws, but
the railroad industry owes its emplo
duty than to non-employees under traditional neg
Additionally, Waymire and Lane used the FRSA to preclude
Congress passed the FE LA, it lowered the hurdle fo
the FELA negligence claim for fear of eroding the uniformity of
recover for injuries caused by the negligence
the laws, but the railroad industry owes its employees a "higher"
employer. 199 If Congress had intended for the railro
duty than to non-employees under traditional negligence. When
Congress passed the FE LA, it lowered the hurdle for employees to
recover for injuries caused by the negligence of his or her
199
slightest negligence by showing that employee's injuries were cau
employer. If Congress hadby
intended
for the railroad industry to
the negligence ofthe railroad company. See generally 45 U.S.C

194. See Urie, 337 U.S. at 180-181; Jamison v. Encarnacion,
(1930); Earwood, 845 F. Supp. at 885; Miller, 858 A,2d at 1037-103
195. Urie, injuries
337 U.S.were
at 186.
slightest negligence by showing that employee's
cause in whole or part
196. See generally
generally,45
Lane
v. CSX
Transp.,
241 F.3d 439 (5th Cir.
by the negligence of the railroad company.
U.S.C.
§§ 51-55
(2005).
Norfolk
S. and
Ry. Co., 218281
F.3dU.S.
773 635,
(7th Cir.
194. See Urie, 337 U.S. at 180-181;
Jamison
v. W.
Encarnacion,
640 2000).
197. See858A.2d
generally,
Lane v. CSX Transp., 241 F.3d 439 (5th Cir.
(1930); Earwood, 845 F. Supp. at 885; Miller,
at 1037-1038.
Norfolk S. and W. Ry. Co., 218 F.3d 773 (7th Cir. 2000).
195. Urie, 337 U.S. at 186.
198. See
U.S.C.
§§ 51-55
(2005). v.
196. See generally, Lane v. CSX Transp.,
241generally
F.3d 439 45
(5th
Cir. 2001);
Waymire
supra
notes 191 and 193 (discussing the characteristics
Norfolk S. and W. Ry. Co., 218 F.3d 773199.
(7thSee
Cir.
2000).
which distinguish
it from
traditional
negligence).
197. See generally, Lane v. CSX Transp.,
241 F.3d 439
(5th Cir.
2001); Waymire
v.
Norfolk S. and W. Ry. Co., 218 F.3d 773 (7th Cir. 2000).
198. See generally 45 U.S.C. §§ 51-55 (2005).
199. See supra notes 191 and 193 (discussing the characteristics of the FELA claim
which distinguish it from traditional negligence).
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owe an identical duty to both the railroad employ
public in general, then why did Congress preempt
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covering the same area?200
l...

owe an identical duty to both the
railroadpossible
employee
and to the of the FRSA
A second
interpretation
public in general, then why did
preempt enacted
only state
is that Congress
thelaws
FRSA to achieve
goalCongress
covering the same area?200 regulations. ~"That is to say, Congress, concer
inconsistency among state regulations, intende
A second possible interpretation of the FRSA's "uniformity"
nationally uniform regulatory system that woul
goal is that Congress enacted the FRSA to achieve uniformity of
trains traveling across the 50 states in interstat
regulations. That is to say, Congress, concerned with the
This interpretation is supported by the House
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